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Teachers
Strike
Averted

by Dick Quagliano
The Board of Governors and
Local 3500- of the American
Federation of Teachers reached
a tentative settlement on a new
contract. If ratified the new pact
would become effective immediately. The teachers have
been working since September
1st on a one month extension of
the old contract.
The new contract calls for an
across the board raise of $80 per
month . In addition to the across
the board raise. the teachers
will receive a 4 per cent increase over last year·s salary.
But the key issue according to
UNI representative Mary
Schwartz was personnel policies.

!
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table that. if the academic
calendar is changed at UNI . The
Board wouldnegotiate impact on
salary and work load.
Schwartz called the new contract. " a step in improving the
quality of education here at

don't feel that there will be any
problems if people read and understand the issues.·· .
The faculty will get their
chance to ask questions concerning the contract on a general
meeting of Local 3500 that will
be held on Septem~r-25th in·ttl€
Auditorium . They will then votE:
on the contract and approval
could come around October 1st.

UNI."

Asked if she foresaw any problems in ratification of the new
contract Schwartz replied. ··1

"There is a contractual into both the work load and
guarantee of tenure. There will tenure is that both are grievabe a strengthened departmental ble. This means that if a faculty
role in establishing criteria and member does not agree with
making recommen1ations on. tenure decision or his workload ,
he may petition a grievance
tenure. ··
Another big issue was that of committee.
The teachers also received an
work load . According to
Schwartz. a faculty member's increase in the number of sabworkload will range from 24-30 baticals. The old contract calledhours per year. Also. included in for one out of every twenty
that time. was "the establish- - faculty members could go on a
ment of provisions for granting sabbatical. The new contract
credit hour equivalents for non- calls for one out of eighteen.
classroom professional c1.:- While on a sabbatical a faculty
tivities . ·· Faculty mer.1bers member receives either full pay
working more than the 30 credit for four months. or half pay for
hours will receive $385 per credit eight months.
The teachers also received a
hour of overload pay.
A provision that was written commitment at the bargaining

Print Elects
New Editors

Dick Quagliano {photo by Dick Quagliano l
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The PRINT hai, elected its
editors for the 79-80 school year.
Elected as Editor-in-Chief is
Dick Quagliano. former sports
editor and author of the
"Quagmire" column.
Quagliano also announced
other changes in the editorial
staff. Duane Cerney has become
the new Business Manager
replacing Dave Bachi. Sue Nicol
is the new Associate Editor
replacing Sue Zelikow. The only
change is editorial staff that was
not made was the retention of
George Raiman as Photo Editor.

Quagliano has planned some
changes for the PRINT for the
following year. ·· We' re going to
change the format in our announcement column. I would
like all clubs and organizations
on campus to submit'- their announcements in the following
way: Date. Title of announcement. and the the information ...
Another plan th~t Quagliano
has might not be favorable received by the sudents is the plan
to charge for personals.· · These
things have been a real
headache in the past years. Stu-

dents have complained that their
personals have not got in the
PRINT . To alleviate that
porblem here will be a fifty
cents charge for all personals;
however. this will guarantee
that the personal will go in.
Quagliano also said that there
are plans for a column on
career services and a definite
commitment for more news
items. He said that he invites
anyone with suggestions .to call
Ext. 510. Quagliano added that
anyone who wishes to work for
the PRINT call the same
number .

The Parking Situation
by Susan Nicol
As another trimester begins
we find ourselves once again
plagued by the frustrating task
of finding a place to park on
campus. Thanks to our selfish
neighbors and their ZONE 1
plan. the streets are virtually off
limits. save for Bryn Mawr
• venue west of the school. Since
1--...E only alternative is the school
parking lot it is not unusual for complaints to be heard regarding the lack of space in that lot.
specially at the beginning of
the term. Before blaming
anyone though, the bitter truth
should be explained.
First of all it is necessary to
know how the parking lot is

funded. In the past the state con- space which is about $1,000.00.
tributed to the funding, however This cost does not include the
The State of Illinois Board of maintenance of that space or
Education has voted to discon- other costs ensued by lights.
tinue allotments for parking lots towing. potholes. restriping.
for schools of higher education, plowing of snow. etc.
effective in 1985. In the meanAt Northeastern. the physical
time the departments in charge facilities department is the unof parking · lots must display - fortunate recipient of complaints
their efforts to be independent about' the lack of parking. While
by moving closer to that goal they are in charge of the parkeach year from now until 1985. ing. they are simply enforcing
They must prove that they can policies established by the
be self-supporting, by moving in U.N.I. Parking Advisory Comthat direction of relying solely mittee.
on fees. fines. and the costs of
This committee is made up of
decals. Because $2.00 a student representatives from student
adds up to approximately $24,000 government. faculty. and Civil
means nothing if one stops to Service employees. Bonnie
(Continued ·cm page 2) '
think about the cost of one paved

~ cro~ded pa~iJ!g l~ .ou~side

Doebler)

.
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Faculty _
M e·m&'er,s .Drive :,,;,J••
Kansas Parking-Lot into Red

Tuition isn't the only thing go- indeed used only by the haning up on campt.J&. Parking fines dicapped.
have been raised on at least a
But the University of Kansas
dozen campuses over the sum- . i~ raising its parking fees by a
mer. The reasons were . varied. dollar this fall for a different reThe University of Hawaii re- ason :
aised fees to pay for a new parkSchool faculty and staff have
ing lot. The University of failed to pay $48.000 in campus
Massachusetts raised fees to pay parking fines over the last three
for college buses. the University years. Consequently. university
of California-Davis to pay for lot parking lots are going broke.
Don Kearns. the school's parkimprovements. and the University of Alabama to insure that ing director.• told the University
Surveys and ·
parking for the handicapped is Daily Kansan that " the in•

UEPC;s Task
Force and
Proiect GEM

Since last November the Models or (3)
UEPC's Task Force on the Basic Evaluations.
Program has been meeting reThe Basic Skills Working
gularly , reading, discussing, get- Group will diso.m, then recomting input from the national mend to the overall Task Force
General Education Models in late-fall. what Basic Skills
(GEM) Project, and considering UNI baccalaureate graduates
plans for the best way of revis- should minimally have and what
ing the general~ucation pro- means we can use to assure that
gram at UNl Although the next they have them. The Models
( September-October ) IN- Working Group will study a
NOVATOR will carry a detailed variety of general-education
· presentation of some of our con- 'models elsewhere. including
clusions, we believe it important systems of advisement. and proto give you ·a brief update on pose a number of alternative
where we are now and to ask for . models appropriate to UNI.
your help.
Finally. the Surveys and EvaluaSpecifically, although Task - lion Working Group will plan for'
Force members - composed of scientific student selection for
students, administrators. and experimental and control
teaching faculty - all have con- groups. appropriate pre- and
cerns about the current ».hour. post-testing procedures. and an
Basic Program as well as the overall evaluation strategy for
general state of academic advis- the various experiemmental
ing at UNI, we have agreed not models.
simply to try to strengthen them
For those who do not wish to
with additions or to design some participate in one of the working
single alternative. Rather. in groups, there is the opportunity
keeping with UNI's traditional to submit any thoughts on the ,
willingness to experiment, we three areas to me in writing. so
intend to ask your help in creat- that I can share them with the
ing several alternatives to be working group concerned. Also.
pilot-tested beginning in Sep- in September. the Task Force
tember 1980.
!!:hall be widely seeking your
Meantime, we are concerned ideas on appropriate voals for
that the initial planning include general educ~tion at UNI.
the widest possible input from
For now. if you are interested
interested persons in the UNI in serving on a working group
community. We therefore extend during fall term. please send the
this invitation to students. R.S.V.P . form below back to me
faculty . staff. alumni. or other · by Friday. September 21. ,We
individuals from our service look forward to your help.
area to join one of our three
Reynold Feldman
working groups ( subcommittees) and m Basic Skills (21

Thanks
Student
Senate
On behalf of the UNI student emergency loans in times of
body. I want to publicly thank short-term financial difficulties.
the memberstof the Student , Under the chairmenship of Mr.
Senate in general. and Mr. Bill Rzepka the Student Senate dis· Rzepka in particular.
played a democratic maturity
In June of this year the Stu- and a strong sensitivity to the
dent Senate awarded UNl's needs of the student body.
Emergency Loan Program
K1;1dos to the Student Senate.
$:DI0.00.
George A. West
The purpose of this program is Director financial Aid
to provide UNI students with

SAM
T-Shirts

Business students look for the
gold T-shirts with "SAM" on the
front . Students wearing them
are SAM <Society for Advancement of Management I officers.
When you find them. you've
found a gold mine of information
about SAM. Northeastern's official business club for students.
Take a minute to talk to them.
You'll be glad you did. SAM officers can tell yo_u about some of
the exciting programs the club
has put together for you in the
months· ahead~and now joining

SAM can help you develop your

leadership skills and shape your
professional future.
Can't find a SAM gold T-shirt
person? Come to Room CC-217
at 1 p_m _ Thursday. September
3> and you'll strike it rich at the
SAM s·ponsored Student-Faculty
Get-Together. You'll get to meet
the faculty and all the SAM officers. It's a golden opportunity
to find out what SAM and
Northeastern have to offer business·students like yourself.
·

creases in parking permits
migh~ not _have occurred if
faculty and staff would have
paid their parking fines .··
Kearns wants the Kansas
legislature to empower him to
garnish faculty and staff members ' wages in order to collect
the fines .
In the interim Kearns has
started towing cars with more
than fi ve unpaid tickets assigned
to them . The ploy has netted one
staffer who owed more than $:!lO
in fines .
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Park_
i ng Continued

'(Continued from page 1)
Hartman. Physical Facilities
Business Manager had some
suggestions and explanatiom as
she talked about the l!m-1980 Interim Parking Plan.
If a body has a probem with
parking or has an idea or recommendation they should take it up
with their representative on the
Parking Advisory Committee.
She discussed the apparent
changes that have occurred. effective September 1. 1979. These
included the $2.00 per trimester
mandatory transportation fee
for all students; $12.00 per year
regular parking fee for faculty
· and staff; $100.00 per year re.served parking fee for Lot K
(the only reserved area now.
between the Science Building
and the Library) . Persons interested in the 15 remaining reserved spaces should obtain an
application from the Security Office. The Handicapped spaces
are all located in the 8-Drive 'for
convenience sake. Persom interested in a handicapped
sticker should apply through the
Health Service.
Ms. Hartman had these suggestions and comments; "A
Parking decal does not
guarantee anything. it is simply
a hunting license allowing
anyone who has one to htmt for a
space. As there are only 1900
spaces under optimum conditions. consideration of your
neighbor is encouraged.
especially in the stone lot, south
of the librar. where cars are ·
parking too far apart. Anyone
parking in an Wl8uthorized :,.one
will be ' ticketed and unpaid
tickets result in no transfer of
· transcripts or graduation. After
October 2, 1979 all can without
decals will be ticketed. And last
of all consider car pools!" She
· also mentioned her desire to see

more parking,'' however without
the money. there is really
nothing anybody can do. but to
work with what is available ...

Everyone is trying, it seems. to
please do your part. by being
considerate. observing safety
rules. and sharing rides.

P~. the offieiall7 reeosnized student newspaper aerving Nortbeutern' Illinois ·univenit7, 5500 N. St. Louia Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60625. ii published eaeh Friday during the regular ~demic year.
Material published herein ii not to he confuaed with views expressed
b7 the univenity adminiltratioa.
The editors have sole autborit7 governing all material submitted
and reaerve. the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not a«epf all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
he maintained.
Deadlipe for submitting material is Tuesda7, 12:00 noon, for the
following Frida7's issue. All copy muat be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publiah, at iheir diacretion, any letten to the editor, an-·
nouneementa, artides, photo., advertising or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to sutimit letters to the editor. Unsigned
letten will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged.
The office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is ~50. extensions
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
cloeed, call direct 5IJ8..4085.

Editor-in-chief . .. . .. . ........ . .. . .. . ..... .. ... Dick Quagliano
Associate editor .. . .. .. ............. . ........ .. .. ... Sue Nicol
Business editor . . . ... . ........ . .... .' . ..... . . ..... Duane Cerny
~Photo editors ..... . '. .. . Dave Doebler. George Raiman Jr.
Graphics ........ ... . .. . .. .Heidi Hoffer. Michelle D. Schwartz
Staff ..... .. ...... .. . . .... .... .Tina Grunfeld, Scott Williams.
Mart 1Schultz. Jim Kusz. Dan Pearso,:i. Richard Vega. Donald
Czowiecki. Sue Grosklais, •Randolph~ Parks. · Pat Malveaux.
Cindy McDonald. Connie Olarlier. Bill Patterson. Joyce
Meyer. Sue Futushima. Debbie Gronner. Mike Welton
Photographers . ... . ... . .. .. ..... Claire Costello. Julio Davilla
Faculty Advisor ...... .. ................. . . ... .... Tom Hoberg
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EDITORIALS
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IPAREYA't

Same Old

I

Story

I.

Most of us returned from our summer vacations anxious to return
to our school desks to partake in that great quest-the · quest for
knowledge. But once again we find our query for scholarship
blocaded by the habitual problems that have plagued Northeastern
students for the past years.
The long lines at registration and change of registration have students scurrying like mice to either find an instructor to admit him to
a closed class. or finding another class to fill his required 12 hours
for a full time students.
Nowhere has this sacrilage been so great as in the Business and
Management Department. Each year more and more students sign
up fo r M&MGT classes. yet with each semester only one or two
classes are added. Students who are " closed" .out of a class may
eventually enter the class but only with special permission of the instructor. By the time an instructor allows for all the exceptions
there a re between 40-50 students in a class designed to take 20-30.
We fee l tha t a grave injustice is done to both students arid faculty .
To expect a student to wearn jn a classroom that is O\'ercrowded is
ridiculous. And to expect a fac ulty member to gi,·e personalized
treatment in a classroom is unheard of.
We understand that many students sign '.lp for so called " introductory" courses and these have very high attendance. This is understandable. Our main complaint deals wit h the 300 le\'el courses
where students need that personalized guidance that the~· can and
should receive.
The Business and Management department should take ste ps into
the offe ring of more classes in the winter trimester. With the offering of more classes. the administration might finaJI~· realize the
need for a College of Business here at u NI. With thi s realization it
may fina lly become a reality.

\

Reprinted from an
ea rlier PRINT
The Gas Shortage

Time To
Fight Back
it is the opinion of this newpaper that the present panic over the
ga5 shortage is a Cn!atioe of the Oil Companies. We acknowledge the

fact that oil il? a natural resourse. unable to be replenished . If it continues to be exploit~ future generations may be deprived. However
these panics induced and encouraged by the major oil companies
are both outrageous as well as insulting to the intelligence of the colllective minds of poor and middle class Americans If we are to be
conned into a state of complete chaos that features shootings in gas
lines e very five years . then we a re surely headed downhill at a much
fas te r pace then we had anticipated. Though fighting the average
person for a place in line at the gas station. the American Public
seems to be accepting this in.5amty from BILLION dollar industries
rather passively. The growing contempt should be aimed at the
Federal Government and major oil companies. rather than at .-,,,r
fe llow man. It is time to protest those who have contrived tnis s1 1u ;:i
twn in order to increase prices .
Oh they have offered us alternati ves : mas.c; tran"port tll ion. bicycle
riding . and vacations confined to our own states. But what about the
people whose cars insure the only means of transportation to their
places of employment'.' Often these same people are the sarnr _ones .
forced to turn over a growing percentage of their incomes to these
highly profitable companies.
What we protest is not the inevitable gas shortage. but the irom of
the excess profits of a few at the exploitation of the majority . If that
profit was contributed more to intensive research of future
alternatives forms of energy and the price hikes were paced so a~
not to encourage mass violence and panic it would be more rPadily
•:omprehensible. When it allows another executive one more Carribean cruise it is disgusting .
Therefore we support the current boycott against the major oil
companies. July is " TO HELL WITH SHELL" month . It may seem
impossible. but if no one bought any more Shell products for a
month. the company would be hard pressed to store a month 's :;up
µly of gasoline. and may realize the growing discontent among con·
sumers In August we encourage you to boyrolt Gulf Oil. September: Standard. October : Arco. November: Union 76. Dec-ember ·
Texaco . January : Mobile. and in February Clark.
Bear in mind that one person·s logic is another·s madness . [)(,n ,
ler yo ur madness result from the minds of those who do not concern
thfr;nselves with you .
4
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Notice to all Clubs, Organi7.a
· lions and others that are planning to use the Announcement
Column.
The service is free. All we ask
is that the copy be turned in by
12 :00 Tuesday in the following
form :
Date Club or Organization Name:
Announcement:
Thank you. The PRINT Editors

SEPTEMBER 14th
TONITE! ! !
·Friday September 14
Adonis presents! ! !
PROIIlBITION, 1979
Featuring "CLOlIT"
BEER! WINE ! DANCING!
St. Nicholas Hall
2701 N. Narragansett
Time : 8:00 p.m.
PASS-FAIL OPTION
Friday. Sepot. 14th is the last
day to file for Pass-Fail. This is
an extended time. Pass~Fail
may be applied for anytime during the week of September IOtrh.
A complete summary of the the
new Pass-Fail policy is available
in the Records Office.
PART-TIME JOBS
Students seeking part-time jobs

1

l

on campus or in the community
are urged to visit the Student
Employment Office, D-3> (lower
level below cashier's office). for
information and applications.

a.m. and 4:30 p.m . The walk is
FREE.

Football vs. St. Joe's at Luther
North - I : 30 pm.

Last day to drop a class and get
a refund. It is also the last day
for 100 per cent (less service
charge) refund for complete
withdraw I.

The Northeastern Womens Gymnastics Team .is looking for new
team members. If you're interested and have had some experience with tumbling or compulsory - or optional routines. " SPANISH CLUB will hold its
then you are eligible for the first meeting on Tuesday. Septeam. Practices start Sept ' l5 in tember 18 at 1:00 p.m . in room
·2-044. " PLEASE ATTEND.
the gym at 3 p.m.

Stage Players Club Theatre
Awards Ceremony - 7:30 p.m. Stage Center. •
Majorette tryouts for 79)80
Squad Tryouts for majorettes
will be held on Friday. Sept. 14
at 5:00 i'n the gym. Come join
us !
SEPTEMBER 15th
The City of Chicago and the
Chicago Audubon Sciety are
sponsoring weekly fall bird
walks at the North Park Village
Nature Study Area. The next
walk will be on Saturday. September 15 from 7:30 to 9:00 a.m.
If you want to come. meet us at
the northeast corner , of Bryn
Mawr and Pulaski Rd. at the appropria te time and · bring
binoculars. For more information calll 583-8970 between 8:30

SEPTEMBER 17th
Last date to file for undergraduate graduation for April.
1980.
Feminist Club "lives of
Resistance: Battered Women's
Stuggle" - 4 to 4 p.m . - cc-217.

SEPTEMBER 18th
Feminist Club Slide Show - " Use
of Women's Bodies in Media" - I
to 4 pm . - CC-217.
CCAB Open House - I :00 p.m. ·
E-205.
Philosophy Club Budget Discussion - I :00 pm. - S-131.

1

A Support group for gay men

l

Off the Tracks
Fall

AndFinancial Aid

requirements can be found in
the Financial Aid Facts
brochure available from the
Financial Aid Office.
This year there are no National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL) available. The government did not allocate any funds
.to Northeastern for this purpose.
The following is ~ list of some . Those students who have or are
of the important items regarding
scheduled to receive NDSL must
aid that students should be
see the s_lide presentation "Penaware of.
nies From Heaven." The next
All students who intend on apscheduled presentation is Tuesplying for financial aid should
day. October 2nd at one o'clock.
fill out and send in the ACT form
The Financial Aid Office into the ACT office as soon as
sists that stu,dents make sure
possible. This form allows you to
that the school listed on the reapply for the BEOG and other
turned ISSC certificate is
Northeastern. If it isn't, then the
awards. but does not include the
ISSC.
school will have no information
sent to them by the ISSC.
Students must have all finanAward fletters received by stucial aid materials in their files dents must be SIGNED and
by October 15th. otherwise they brought into the Financial Aid
will not be considered for Fall Office.
assistance. The Student·EligibiliThe procedure for charging
ty Report. SER, must be sub- books is as follows : Students
mitted at the earliest possible who are eligible to charge their
date.
books must first bring in their
The deadline for validation of validated bill or the course rebills is Tuesday, October 2nd. quest sheet from the line reAny student who has not gistration to the F.A. Office. A
validated his-her registration waiver will then be given to prewill not receive any awarded aid sent when obtaining books.
for this term.
Anyone who is interested in
All awarded students with un- obtaining financial aid now has a
changed registrations should re- chance to find out more about
cei ve their checks on October the various programs by picking
4th and 5th. Students who have up a copy of the "Financial Aid
changed their registration · in Facts" . brochure, availabl'e at
some way should be receiving the Financial Aid Office.
their checks on October 18 tna
All students should take care
19th.
of all financial aid materials
The credit hour completion before the term slips into
rate is still in effect and is as autumn and leaves YOIJ out in
crucial as ever. The completion the ~-aold.

by Donald Cmwiecki ·
Autumn is sneaking up on us.
and with autumn comes the
gradually cooling weather. But
the Financial Aid Office doesn't
want students to be left out in
the cold when it comes to finan-·
cial aid.

I

and women is in the process of
forming at Northeastern. The
· Gay Support Group will meet
every Tuesday at I p.m. The
first meeting will be Tuesday.
September 18. at I p.m. in room
2-031 of the classroom building.
All interested and supportive
students and faculty are
welcome. For more information
contact Bob at 869-1665.

Dull Work

High pay! Part-time , on campus , distributing
advertising materials : no selling .
Choose your hours, 4-25 weekly . Pay
is based upon the amount of materials
distributed, our average rep earns
$4.65/hour.
American Passage
708C Warren Ave . N.
Seattle, WA 981 09
(206) 282-8111

0

COLLEGE NIGHT
AT

FIDDLER'S GREEN
1553 W. DEVON

25( Beer
25( Hot Dog

Every Thurs.
8-11 p.rr.
I.D. Req.

ATTENTION : THE GREEK
STUDENT AS.SOCIATION. will
hold there first meeting of the
year. Room S-219 (Science
bldg?. Sept. 18 at I :00 p.m . Elections will be held for new officers. all members and non.embers who wish to become are
welcome to attend.
Student interested in advertising
and marketing are welcome
Tuesday. Sept. 18, Room S-311 at
I PM. SAM Markieting Division
Meeting . New students
especially welcome.
S.C.E.C . - STUDENT COUNCIL
FOR EXCEPTION~L
CHILDREN will hold a meeting
on Sept. 18th. Tuesday. at I :00 2:00 in room 1056. located in the
classroom building. Mrs· Valerie
Gallagher from career services
will be the guest speaker. Her
topic will include info on careers
in special education. New members a re welcomed.
Cheerleading Try-Outs for the
1979-80 Varsity Cheerleaqing
squad will be held on Thursday
Sept.. 20th for 1:00-2 :00 pm in the
gym. There will be two Clinic
Day to learn try-0ut cheers and
these will be held on Tuesday.
Sept 18 from 1:00 - 2:00 and
Wednesday nite. Sept. 19 from

7:00 - · 9:00 in · the gym. All
Northeastern girls are invited to
try-out.

SEPTEMBER 19th
Feminist qub Ronni Sceier·s
"Violence Against Women· ~
3-4 :00 p.m . CC-217 --...._
SAM Student-Faculty GetTogether, Thursday Sept. 20 at 1
pm.m,, Room CC-217. • Free
Refreshments. All Business Students welcome! Meet the faculty
and learn more about· SAM,
Northeastern's efficial husiness
club for students.
CCAB Disco Concert - 1:00 p.m ..
Alumni Hall . September 20.

The Student Senate is having a
meeting on September 24, 1979
at 7:00 p.m. in room CC-216. All
members of the UNI Community
are invited to attend.
Student Senate Committee
Vacancies: Student Health Advisory Committee (2 students)
Second-Tier-Group-Long Range
Planning Process (C:Ollege o(
Education) 2 studenys.
Any interested stl.ldems should
contact William J . Rzepka in
room E-210 or at ext. 501 on or
before September 24, 1979.
Anyone interested in jouung
Delta Sigma Theta - Lambda
Chapter Sorority,
public
service sorority geared to pnr
viding service to the Black Community contact Janice Dawson
x.505.

a

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good income, no selling involved. For information am application write to : TIME INC.
College Bureau, 3223 Ernst St. ,
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

Bachelor of Arts
In Leisure Studies
Northeastern Illinois University will offer a bachelor of arts
degree program in Leisure
Studies beginning in the fall. The
degree' program will help ·individuals to prepare for professional work in municipal
parks and recreation facilities,
senior citizen agencies. indust rial · recreation . youth
service organizations.
therapeutic recreation. and
church recreation.
According to Dr. John
Waechter. coordinator of the
program. Northeastern will be
the only state college in the
Chicago a'rea to offer a bachelor
of arts degree program in too
field of Leisure Studies. "We expect to draw many of our students from junior colleges who
are offering two-year programs
in Leisure Studi~s." Waechter
explained.
Participants in the Leisure
Studies program will study the
history and philosophy of leisure
and recreation. the impact of
leisure on the-economy. the role
of work and play in cultures, the
effects of leisure on physical and
mental health , and the
therapeutic value of leisure and
recreation. Students will also

learn the basics of developing
and managing leisure facilities
that are compatible with diverse
client interests and environments.
The program consists of six
core courses (18 hours) in
Leisure Studies and five courses
( 15 hours) in Administration and
Management. Also required are
internships for which students
receive 12 credit hours and an
additional 12 hours in an area ,of
concentration such as Fine Arts.
Physical Education. or Environmental Interest.
" A very important part of this
degree program is the internship ," said Waechter .
Northeastern 's proximity to
nature study areas, homes for
the elderly. and schools for handicapped children will provide
many valuable opportunities for
the students in this new program ."
To receive further information
on the Leisure Studies bachelor
of arts degree program, please
'contact Dr. John Waechter,
Physical Education Department.
Northeastern Illinois University.
5500 North St. Louis. or call
583-4050, ext. 481.
··•··
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Business Briefs

Welcome Business Students
by Karen Gauzer
Business students -- welcome
to campus! If you are taking
business or management
courses this could be important
to you. We hope you will take a
minute to read it. It's about
SAM (Society for Advancement
of Management) and what SAM
can do for you.
·
SAM is a professional society.
As a student member you will be
offered programs to help you develop your professional and busi-

ness skills such as management
seminars and resume writing
and job interview workshops.
SAM also, provides its members
with opportunities for career
planning and discussion with
business representatives. SAM is
an international organization
founded in 1912. People in the
business community know and
respect SAM . and SAM can help
build Northeastern's reputation
for its business curriculum and
its graduates. This can help you

when you graduate and start
iooking for work in' your field.
When you join SAM you'll
meet other business students_
like yourself at meetings. SAM
is your sounding board to listen
to your needs and to get things
done for business students on
campus.
SAM is for you if you are interested in advertising, accounting. economics. retail and
personal- selling. personnel.

f re e Motorcycle

'

Each class meets for three
weeks on Mondays. Wednesdays.
and Fridays at 6 p.m .. for a total
of 20 hours of free instruction;
twelve hours will be devoted to
on-cycle training and eight to
classroom instruction.
All course participants will be
provided with a small

(100-200cc ) motorcycle and a
helmet. The motorcycles are on
loan to Northeastern from
various local dealerships at no•
charge.
The course is ·open- to all Illinois residents 15 years of age
or older. The ability to balance
and ride a bicycle is very important. Persons under 18 years of
age must have written parental
consent. A valid Illinois_driver's
license is desirable. but not
mandatory.
In 1978 Northeastern·s training
course received the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation's na ·onal
Award of Excellence.
Deposits of $10 for registration
and $2 for the textbook are required ; both will be refunded upon completion of the course and
the return of the text.
Each class has limited enroll-

To find out more about SAM.
talk to any of the student
representatives wearing yellow
SAM T-shirts on campus. or
come to any or all of our September events :

STUDENTS, SENIOR CITIZENS
JOIN THE CREW
APPLY NOW

FULL OR PART-TIME
DA VS OR NIGHTS

!J!J~

Riding Instructio n
Free Motorcycle Riding
Instruction courses will be offered at the Jones Armory in
Washington Park. 5200 South
Cottage Grove Avenue. Starting
dates for the courses are October 1.1 October 22. and November 12. The instruction
courses • are sponsored by
Northeastern Illinois University
and the Illinois Department of
transportation. They are tailored
to, the needs of the beginning
rider.

finance. and of course. management. SAM is the official business club for students on campus. SAM has separate special
interest divisions for accounting
and for advertising-marketing
students.

3241 WEST PETERSON AVENUE
WE CAN PROBABLY GIVE YOU THE HOUR S YOU WANTI

ment to provide participants
with individual attention. For information on registering for
these free motorcycle training
courses. please write to the
Motorcycle Safety Program.
Northeastern Illinois University.
5500 North St. Louis Avenue. or
call 583-4050. extension 497.
The creation of this new
teaching ocation in the . Jones
Armory was made possible
through the efforts of legislators
from the 22nd. 24th. and 26th
legislative districts. They wereled in their efforts by Ehtel
Skyles Alexander. State
Representative from the 26th
Legislative District . The
cooperation of the Illinois Na, tional Guard and the Chicago
Park District also helped to
make this teaching center possible.
.

DO YOU HAVE SOME DAY OR NIGHT FREE TIME DURING
THE WEEK , THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO
- TURN 1NTO EXTRA S S

S S.

STOP IN-LET'S TALK
• UNIFORMS PROVIDED

• WORKING NEAR HOME

• FLEXIBLE HOU'RS

• COMPETI TIVE WAGES

• FREE MEALS

• TEAM SPORTS ACTIVITIES

JOB INTERVIEWS HELD EVERY MONDAY
AT 4 :00 P.M., OR SEE THE MANAGER ON DUTY ,

JYA~

3241 WEST PETERSON AVENUE

Management advancement opportunity available

·;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:::::;:::::;:;:::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::::::::::;:;

.
Place: Uillaee Square
•

lntroducine New -Lustrium
: Rine For Both Men &
Women $68. 95
•

•

$15.00 Deposit
F0LLETS BOOK NOOK

Mens I0K Hieh School Rini!
Trade In Value $51.00

•

J
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Where Is IT

,A Han_d y Guide to
Important Places on Campus
by -~ t Williams
"Where is it?" "How do I get
there?" "Where can I find
that?" All of these are commonly-heard questions in the
halls of Northeastern - especially now, as the new trimester
begins to take full swing. and
freshmen froin all over the city
are entering· U.N.I. for the first
time.
And so. the PRINT would like
to take this time out to inform

all of you ronfused freshmen.
and also you unobservant
juniors and seniors of some of
the little known but useful
services that exist here at U:N.I.
ll RIDE BOARD -- With
limited CTA service around
campus. and the cost of gas skyrocketing to well over . a dollar
per gallon. the value of car-pools
has become more evident than
ever. The Ride Board. located
on a pillar in front of the Com-

muter Center, provides students
with the opportunity to "pool it
up" . saving both money and
fuel.
21 MESSAGE BOARD - Alas!
A night without homework. No
studying. research. or writing to
be done . And unfortunately.
nothing to do. But before you
tum to a life of crime. take a
gander at the Message Board.
also located on one of the pillars
in front of the Commuter Cente ..

There you will find not only people to go out with, but also job
opportunities, and other interesting things to do.
3) LOST & FOUND - Although
it won't help you freshmen find
yourselves when you are lost on
campus, the Lost & Found
Department can be found in the
main office on the second floor
of the Commuter Center.
Recovered valuables are usually
held there for the length of a
trimester. NOTE : This office is
also responsible for refunds on
broken vending machines.
. 4 I STUDENT ACTIVITIES
WEEK -- The PRINT encourages all students to join at
least one club. It enhances your
education. teaches you the value
_of working with people. and very
often opens up a new career.
During the week of September
17-21. all students are invited to
sign up with virtually any school
club or activity ·at one .of the
tables which will be set up in
front of the Commuter Center.
Get involved!
51 HOUSING BOARD -Before you make a four-year
commitment to an "Animal
House ... take a glance at the
Housing Board. located on the
same pillar as the Ride Board
outside the Commuter Center. If

you're looking for an apartment. ·
or a roommate, don't pass it up.
61 STUDENT GOVERNMENT
- Instead of griping into your
locker. let your voice be heard
by someone who can. and will do
-something about your
grievances. Contrary to popular
belief. student government does
exist at Northeastern, and be
found in Room E-212 above the
Book Nook.
7) CCAB (Commuter Center
Activities Board) - The sponsor
of ·on-campus entertainment. the
CCAB offices are located above
the Book Nook. At any time. students are welcome to come into
the CCAB office to firid out about
upcoming school events.

.
81 BOX OFFICE - Unless you
are Gene Siske! or Roger Ebert.
you probably do not have terribly easy access to theater and
concert tickets. If you've ever
had ,to fight the crowds at a
Ticketron outlet. then you should
appreciate this CCAB organization. Located just outside the
Commuter Center. the Pox Office opens it's doors for a
limited time. to students who
want to purchase tickets to a
specific event. The Box Office
then brings the tickets to
Northeastern for distribution.

Delinquent loans cause
growing concern in
D. C~
,.,

The message and ride boards. tbey are located in Village Square.

Campus Digest News Service
Delinquent student loans
are the · cause of growing
concern in Washington D.C.
More and more college
(pbDto by Dave Doebler)
students are refusing to pay
back governr.ient loans
borrowed to attend college.
These defaults have resulted
in the loss of millions of
dollars for government
programs . One program
figures 800,000 defaults involving $700 million.
Officials are f.tarting to
crack down on non-payers
Wednesday morning 9 :00-l 2:30 - despite angry parents and
John Hoeppe! : Wednesday after- student groups . Deputy U.S.
noon 12 :30-3 :30 - David Helfand : commissioner of education
Wednesday evening 5::.>-8::ll - Leo L . Kornfeld, intends to
Dennis Duginske : Thursday make the. default rate drop
morning 9:00-12 :30 - John Hoep- during
the
Carter
pel: Thurs(lay afternoon Administration. "President
12::J0..3 :30 _ Dorothy McCreery: Carter has said, the default
Frid'ay,morning 9:00-12 '30 --Den- ;, ra_t~ will drop during -~ts
- . D . k F 'd
aft
• . administration.and
we -ll
ms ugms e : n ay
emoon · make it drop,' 'insists Korn12:30-3 :30 - Dorothy McCreery.
feld .
So if you have a problem. you
Private collectkn agencies
need only to come to BllS and
have been hired by the
ask for a counselor. Students on Department of
Health,
academic probation are Education, and Welfare to
especially welcome.
·
track down non-pay~rs and
dun the delinquent collegeloan students. ·
HEW is also threatening to
cut federal aid to some
colleges . if the schools don't
improve their system for
-cutting defaults.

invited ...
to the Counseling Center
You're

Freshmen and transfer stu- freed time in accord with the
dents who are beginning their schedule listed below so that it is
careers on campus this Sep- unnecessary for a student
tember. as well as those who are always · to have to make an apreturning to · continue their pointment. If you feel that your
studies. are invited to come to concern or question will require
the University Counseling just a few minutes with a
COl!JlSelor: jus_t stop in and there
Center, Room Bll5 in the "8"
Wing fo.r help with any qlJestions '· •willl>e;a counselor.available. ,t
or problems they may have in
the areas of academic adviseMonday morning - 9:00-12:30
ment. vocational or personal dif- David Helfand: Tuesday mornficulties .
ing - 9:00-12:30 Barbara Bales:
fo an effort~. to make their Tuesday morning 9:00-12 :30
services easily available. the Barbara Bales : Tuesday afterstaff of five counselors have noon 12:30-3 :30 David Halfand:
"'

.,

•

.. .

•

.,

j

How to validate
your registration
by Dick Quagliano
" There are three ways a student can validate his registration here at UNI. .. So says Helen
Ritz. Bursar at Northeastern.
With each of the following
methods a student is assured
that his registra.tion will not be
canceled .
The first method is by mail.
The bottom portion of the

enclosed bill-schedule must be
returned with a check or money
order. Payments postmarked
after October 2 will be returned.
A second way of validating a
bill is dropping the bill-schedule
in the drop box. The drop box is
located next to the Student
Employment Bulletin Board.
The final manner in validating
a bill is to go to the cashier's of-

fice in person. Here is the only
place that cash will be accepted.
The cashier's office is located in _
the old library. ·
Ritz said. " Registration will
be canceled if you do not
validate your bill ...
A late fee of $10.00 will be imposed on those bills that are
brought in after October 2 but
before October 4. 12 :00 Noon.

-~: ~""~
Inpividual
states
are
p6 --g on the heat with
telephone calls to the former
students
and . parents;
. through lawl'lults; and by
withholding part of the
borrower's pay if the former
student ts a state employee.
The Oregon legislature has
even authorized withholding
rebates on rent and on
refunds on state income
taxes.
Officials on state and
national levels insist that all
this trouble ts paying off and
the state of New Jersey ts
sure of it. Last fall, when the
state made public the names
and
addresses
of
582
defaulters;
they
were
swarmed with telephone calls
from embarrassed parents
and students. Some former
students even called in to
promise quick payment if
their names would be
withheld.
Of course all this publicity
is causing a lot of dissent
among some student groups
which claim the governm ent ·
has no business to "hound"
graduates just starting jobs.
They reason that most
borrowers do pay ,back their
loans and that the government ls being unjust to give
former students a bad time.

STANLEY H.KAPLAN
For Over 4 I Year-s The Standard of

Excelence In est Preparation.
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Security Department
Gets a new name
Effective immediately the
Safety and Security Department's name has been changed
to · the Department of Public ·
Safety.
This department is charged

with all life-safety functions on
the campus. as well as detection. apprehension and prosecution of violators of Federal.
State. City and University laws.
rules and regulations. We feel

the new name. Department of
Public Safety. provides a better
description of the broad range of
services. including crime prevention . parking lot administration. etc .. provided by this departmental area.
·
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UNI in co-operative venture
with Chicago P~blic School System
The world's first successful
heart operation was performed
in 1895 by a Black doctor
named:
a. Ralph Bunch
b. William Johnson
c. Daniel Hale Williams
Someone who-is described as-a
''lechuza " is a:
a . lettuce peddler
b. leech
c. milkman
d. night person
The above questions are taken
fr~m quizzes administered to
participants in the Race
Desegregation Training
Institute. a cooperative venture
- between Northeastern Illinois
University and the Chicago
Public Schools. The
multicultural awareness quizzes
are just one of many methods
which the Institute makes use of
to help Chicago Public Schools
personnel (teachers and administrators l . community
representatives. and parents to
deal effectively with the problems brought about by racial
desegregation.
Through role playing. lectures.

presentations of case studies.
films such as Bill Cosby's "Prejudice." panel discussions. and
human relations sessions.
participants learn to recognize
the problems caused by desegregation and to develop
· methods of coping with them.
The major areas of concern in
the Training Institute are : desegregation concepts ; adjusting
to stress ; expanding
multicultural awareness ; promoting effective discipline procedures and policies; improving
human and community relations ; and leadership training.
More than 3.500 Chicago-area
teachers and community leaders
have participated in the Training Institute since the program
began in November. 1978.
According to Dr. Ethel Green.
co-director of the program and
Associate Professor of Elementary Education at Northeastern.
"The Institute stresses discipline and multi-cultural education. These are the areas which
-we have found teachers and
principals to be most concerned
with.''

Casey Durava. principal of the
a " tremendous experience. I
Roentgen Educational and Voca- wish every teacher in the
tional Guidance Center. 15 South Chicago Public School System
Homan. recently participated in cou'ld participate in the prothe Training Institute along with gram.''
seven members of his faculty.
" I was very impressed with
was a very, very positive the fact that each school group
experience for me and the other ·· was allowed to-zero in on those
members of my group." Durava- problems which they were most
said. " Frankly. in the beginning concerned with. " Gilbert conit was difficult to get people to tinued , " For some it was
attend. As time went on, I began teacher-student relations. for
to see a definite change in my others, student-student relations.
staff's attitudes.
Whatever the problem - dis"Roentgen is made up of stu- cipline. multi-cultural awaredents with education and dis- ness. community relations
cipline problems. Through one school groups were able to
of the group sessions we became choose those sessions which
interested in a program called would help them the most."
the positive peer culture
The Race Desegregation
method, a technique in which Training Institute will offer a
students take an active part in one-week coui:-se for those workdisciplinary actions. We will be ing with high school students
employing this plan in a few of beginning on Monday, August 13.
our classrooms within a very at the Walt · Disney Magnet
short time."
School. 4140 North Marine Drive.
Be rn ad e tt e G i I be rt. a
Five additional courses, to be
counselor at the Oakenwaid conducted during evening or
North School. 4019 South Lake Saturdays. are planned for the
Pa r k . c a 11 e d t he Race months of September through
Desegregation Training Institute January 1980.

··n

Phase II of the Race
Desegregation Training Institute
is scheduled ,for January to June
1980. Each home school whose
teachers and administrators
have participated in the program will hold meeting; for
other school personnel ,and• •parents to shate their experience. In this way. many
thousands of people will profit
from the Training Institute.
The Race Desegregation
Training Institute is funded by a
$400.000 grant from the Unitecl
States Department of Health.
Education and Welfare. Greene,
Dr. Margaret Lindman and Dr.
Geroge Grimes are co-directors
of the program. Lindman is a
Professor of Elementary Educa-'
l ion at Northeastern. and
Gr i mes is an Associate
Professor of Elementary Education and Director of
Northeastern's Student Teaching
programs.
(The answers to the multicultural quiz questions are : c.
Daniel Hale Williams and d.
night person).

Managerial Internships
Available
I

Students walk between classes on a warm fall day. (photo by Dave Doeblerl

Two campus-based companies
- Folletts Book Store and Szabo
Food Service -- are offering paid
managerial internships for UNI
students a t the sophomore level.
The companies. both large and
nationally known. are seeking
two students each (total of 4) to
enter a formal 3-year training
program beginning October 1.
The program will involve 15-20
hours per week of paid employment on campus and attendance
at a weekly for-credit seminar to
be conducted by the Director of

the Commuter Center and the
local managers of the two companies. The employment phase
will guide the interns through
progressively more complex assignments until. at the time of
graduation. they will have experienced the full range of
responsibilities required of unit
managers.
Additional information and application forms are available in
the Student Employment Office.
D-024. in the lower level below
the Admissions Office.

Politicians Search for "Pepsi FactOr" in '80

(

by Karen Feld
A few weeks before the
Democratic Party nominated
Sen. George McGovern as jts
presidential candidate in July.
1972 - and just a year after the
26th Amendment granted 18year-olds the vote - Illinois Rep.
Abner Mikva forecasted a
McGovern victory propelled by
a new force in American
politics : the youth vote. The
numbers, according to Mikva.
were simple. " There are are
enough young people to ~
tennine the election."
Mikva wasn't the only one who
wrongly' expected the youth vote
to fundamentally alter presidential politics . But-now. as the 1980
presidential campaign begins to
simmer . no one in serious
political circles would dare
make such predictions.
Although a well-or ganized
youth vote presumably could
have changed the outcomes of
the 1972 and 1976 elections. none
of the 1980 candidates' organizalions has planned any special
campaigns to gain the college
vote.
·· we ha ven't given (the college vote ) up." explains Kelly
Newbill . executive director of
the College Republicans. " but it
isn't really cost-effective unless
you' re dealu,g. ,r'¥itll, 'M . ,llll!il,

where students make up a large
Getting more students into the Reagan, who used to command University of Texas polled ~
percentage" of the population.
process isn't made any easier by unquestioning ·support from ex• dents in August. Kennedy took
Less than half the eligible 18- the lack of a big issue as a draw- · tremely-conservative groups 20 percent of the " vote," nipping
to-21-year-old voters cast ballots ing card. Part of the problem in like Young Americans for " undecided " ( 15.5 percent).
in 1972 and 1976. Politicians see creating an issue is that the col- Freedom. appears to be losing Cartet and Connally tied for
no reason to imagine that -1980. · lege populace is hard to classify. some New Right ground to third, followed by Baker, Ford, ·
which seems to lack any Of registered college voters. 40 Crane.
Reagan, Brown. and Vice Presigalvanizing issue like Vietnam percent are Democrats. 40 perCrane himself thinks his sup- den~ Walter M()ndale.
that m ight especially. appeal to cent are Republicans. and . the port among YAF members is
According to some Washington
the young, will be any different.
remaining_ 20 percent are in- " not more than Reagan's, but strategists, however, the can" As far as the low turn-out of dependents.
we'll hold our own with (him) ."
didates are just as concerned
young people (goes) ", cedes
Most of the campaign orFormer Texas Governor John with enlisting a good share of
Republican candidate Phillip ganizations that have opened of- Connally has promised a college-age volunteers as they
Crane of Illinois. " I don't think fices here do seem confident the vigorous campus campaign, but are with organizing an ·µiprobayou can do anything to have a military draft will be a big issue has yet to formulate specific ble mobilization of the student
I
major impact on th_at. " Crane is on campus. Nuclear power also plans. Sources say Connally vote.
hoping instead to get a "fair promises ·t,o play a big role in hopes to gain support from his
The reason is that students
share" of " those who will make the campaign for campus votes.
advocacy of the Equal Rights
the commitment. "
At this early stage. of course. Amendment. but he may have tend to be committed, energetic
"College people tend to be it's hard to figure out just which trouble because of his close as- workers . " Ten students.'' according to Reagan Youth Direcmore aware of the issues. and candidate is pushing which issue sociation with Richard Nixon.
tor Cha rles Lihn, " putting in a
more concerned at?<>Ut the on campuses most effectively.
couple of hours of work each
polit ics ... obs erves Young The campus-based organizations
means more than the same
Democrats Executive Director that a re supposed to push those POTENT SYMBOLS
Bab Bahl. " but more alienated issues a nd candidates aren't
Among the Democrats. Presi- number at the polls ."
from the system beca use they even offic ial yet. Once a cam- dent Carter did not excite any
feel they are not being heard. paign officially recognizes a special campus support in 1976,
Then there's what kewbill
They've participated. and ha- campus group. the group's spen- and does not seem to be doing so cal ls " the P epsi factor." Newbill
ven't gotten anything in return. ding is counted against the can- in the early stages of the 1980 figures that Americ~ glorify
They' re disillusioned."
didate 's spending limitations.
race. California Governor Jerry youth. and the young-looking colNO BIG I~UE
Brown 's support is thought to be lege volunteers can influence the
Bahl recalls that ten years ago
much wider. th9ugh, as in all votes of their elders.
it was common to fi nd several
Nevertheles~. the College sections of the electorate, Sen.
Thus the aim is to " design a
h u n d r e d ac tiv e Young Republicans' Newbill thinks Sen. Edward Kennedy's ephemeral youth cam paign whereby a can-·
D emocrats and Young Howa r d Baker (R-TN ) and candidacy may i:iarrow it.
didate can demonstrate youth
Republicans on a campus. " To- . George Bush are the two
In an initial. unscientific clue support ," though not necessarily
day." he mourns. " they're lucky Republicans with the most ap- to the direction of the college to capture that support, Newbill
1 if.tpfy i>JlFf ~ "
peal to colleg_e, ~tu<;i~'}~ ; ~ d _, ~~~.. t~r _, ~~~ ~~r,,,~\ ,the • : ~-~~= <I , . ,. •I 1_r t l'_ iJ ? 11. •
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RUSH

REG

HOURS

MON-TUES

WED-THUR

FRIDAY

. SATURDAY

8:30 _

s:30_

s:30 3:00

10:00 12=00

7:30

9:00

MON-THUR

s:30 _
7:30

HOURS
FRIDAY
8-303:00
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A
FULL SERVICE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
.

Pays 5% of its sale-s to the Commuter Center
Provides check cashia·g .with ·ID and 1% service c.harge
Carr·i es over 200 magazines and periodicals
lnitia.ted a credit system for students with government
grants and loans
Accfpts Master Charge ~ Visa
Provides faculty with loaner d_esk copies
Offers a 10% faculty discount
Guarantees the best pri'ce av.a il able for your _used books,
year •round
Is your center for UNI rings, mugs and shi rt-s
Is equipped to service handicapped persons
Carries books ior readers oi all interests and ages
Does specialty work: book binding, sign construction,
dittos, transparencies and more
Accepts special orders for books at no extra cost

t

I:.'

THIS IS
FOLL ET.TS BOOK NOOK

l

_·Bachelor of Arts
for Educational Studies

Northeastern Illinois University will offer a bachelor of arts
degree in the field of Educational Studies beginning in September. The interdepartmental
program draws upon the expertise of instructors from a
variety of departments within
No r t heast e rn ' s Co ll ege of
Education.
Educational Studies will emphasize working with the adult
learner in " non-scllQQJ" settings
and establishing effective instructional systems to meet the
needs and objectives of specific
businesses and institutions.
These " non-school" settings include business and industry.
social service agencies. recreation centers. community. state
and federal agencies. and organizations such as . hospitals
and unions.
According to Dr. Jean
Carlson. chairman of the Educational Studies Board. "The field

,I

·, t

jean Ca,·1son of Eilucallonai
·Raimanl

of em ployee training is a fast
growing, multibillion dollar business. .The demand for training
professionals will definitely continue to .grow in the coming
years.
·'Participants in the Educational Studies . program will
learn the basics for teaching
adults ." Carlson explained.
"The program will focus on setting objectives. understanding
adult learning. utilizing app·r op r i ate methods and
strategies . and evaluat ion
techniques."
Dr . James Lockwood .
coordinator of the program. said
that he expects a large percentage of those participating in the
Educational Studies degree pro-_
gram to be people who · are
already working in settings such
as hospitals or businesses. " I recently talked with a nurse who
had been asked to teach a
course al the hospital in which
she worked." Lockwood said.

"She is a very fine, experienced
nurse but she does not know any
of the fundamentals of teaching.
This Educational Studies program offers people like . her an
opportunity to learn the basics
of teaching adults effectively."
The requirements for the
Educational Studies degree program consist of four core
courses ( 12 hours ) . 12 hours of
elective courses. an internship in
the field which the student plans
to be working in ( 9 hours), and
ahminimum of 18 hours in an additional area of concentration.
The first core course .
" Educators in Non-School Settings." will be offered during the
fall trimester. -which begins on
September 6.
Dr. Frank Vogel. a member of
the Educational Studies Board.
has recently received a grant
from the Fund for the IMPROVEMENT OF Postsecon- .
dary Education to ·develop the
internship _portion of the Educational Studies curriculwn.
The Educational Studies
degree program is the culmination of three years of work by
"' the Educational Studies Board.
The idea for the program came
out of work done by Carlson and
Lockwood while participating in
the Kellogg Faculty Fellowship
Program.
To receive further information
on the Educational Studies
bachelor of arts degree program. please contact Dr. Jean
Carlson. 583-4050, ext. 8237. or
Dr. James Lockwood. 583-1050.
ext. 8260. or write to either of
them at Northeastern Illinois
f,Toundations. (photo by George University. 5500 North St. Louis
Ave.

YOU DON•T
NEED CiLASSES
to enjoy a Tecate Tri o Bravo.
Just take an icy red can of Tecat e Beer
imported from Mexico
and top it w ith lemon and sal t.
Out of sight!
Cibco lmport,ngCo ,, Inc.

Dallas, Texas 75229 .
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A s Technicians, Designers and Creators
at

!B 'toadway
d/al't fbE._1J.l9n ·
We Offer Ya11 Ft1shio11 fc,,- Ya w· Needs a11d Warits.
Ya11r Hair is C11t, Pcn11t111en/ W aved, or Colored
(Hn111t1 ar Ti11 t) lo Fit Ya11r Life S½tlc and Taste.

:B'l.oadway d/-ai.'l. 7:)Hi.9n
A CON TEMPORARY SALON FO R MEN AND WOM EN

6 3 5 5 d\!. :Bwadway
C h.i.ca90 , '[/ffino i.1.
FOR INFORMATIO N, RATES OR APPOINTMENT

262- ,1 549
OPEN: M at1 . 5 111. -'- •

Fri.

/(l:tlO

. /(l:thl

A.1\1. - 8:00 P.M.
A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

COUPON*

rs)
OFF

ON
PERMANENT
OR COLOR

~3)
3

ON
SHAPING
OR STYLING

OFF

• FIRST TIME CLIENTS ONLYrE,,,,, .. , D« . 31.
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M.A ·. 1. Test

RESEARCH FAFERS

at Northeastern

1

The Miller Analogies Test •
(M.A. T. ) is a standardi7.ed test ·
lL5ed in the selection of graduate
students in universities
throughout the country.
It is required of students in
most of the graduate degree programs of Northeastern Illinois
University. It . is recommended
that the test be taken before a '
student has completed six (6 I
hours in a program.
The M.A.T . will be administered on Northeastern·s
main campus at Bryn Mawr and
St. Louis as follows :
1. Saturday. September 15. 1979
S-101 9:00 a .m.
2. Saturday September 15. 1979

S-10111 :00 a.m.
3. Thursday. October 4: 1979
1-001 6:00 p.m.
Saturday. November 10. 1979
S-101 9: 00 a .!Jl.
5. Saturday. November 10.
1979S-10111:00a.m.
6. Thursday. December 13.
1979 1-001 6:00 p.m. S-101 is a lecture hall on the
first landing in the Science
Building and 1--001 is a lecture
hall located in the Classroom
Building. Usually. the testing
and completion of required registration materials t~e approximately 90 minutes.
Since only a limited number of
persons can be acco~ted
at each session. Reservations

must be made in advance. For
reservations please call the
University ~ i n g Center,
583-4050, extemion 361. The testing fee is $10.00 and is payable
at time and place of test.

The Learning Exchange is• a
not-for-profit educational and
recreational telephone referral
service' that matches teachers
with students. students with
teach~rs . and people with
similar interests to each other.
Over 30.000 Chicago-area residents are presently -registered

·v.A.

with The Learning Exchange
and have explored over 3.000 different topics including study
skills. speed reading. languages.
music. · sports. and arts and
crafts.
To use the service. members
call The Learning Exchange at
273-3383 and indicate what subjects they would like to teach.
learn. or share. Trained
telephone counselors then give
callers the names and phone
numbers of other people registered with The Learning Exchange whose interests are
similar to theirs. Any arrangements concerning fees. meeting
time and place. and what

materials or texts will be ll5ed.
are negotiated between the
participants.
Founded in 1971 by a group of
Northwestern University students. The Learning Exchange
is based on the idea that-there is
an enormous wealth of underutilized _skills. talents. and inte res t-s in the community .
Through telephone referrals. ·
The Learning Exchange provides the connecting link
between people who wish to
teach. iearn. or share an interest
or skill.
For further information. call
The Learning Exchange. day or
evening. at 273-3383.

Rul~s Governing GI Bill
Education Upheld

Veterans Administration rules
governing schools participating
in the popular GI Bill education
benefits program have been upheld for the third time by upper
level federal courts.
The latest case. before the
U.S. Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals. involved VA ·s attempt to
hold two Colorado schools liable
for education benefits overpayments.
The law makes an educational
institution liable if the VA determines the overpayments
were caused by the school's
failure to report excessive

absences or dropping of courses
Sixteen months ago the U.S.
by GI Bill students. or false Supreme Court reversed a South
certification by the school.
Dakota District Court r:uling inThe District Court had held vol vi ng veteran enrollment
the law governing school liabili- percentages and the miniqium
ty to be constitutional. and this time a course. must have been
ruling was affirmed on appeal. offered before becoming eligible
The Court of Appeals also' said it for enrollments under the GI Bill
found "no substance" to the program.
claim that VA •had interfered
with the educational process in
More recently the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals reColorado.
The Colorado case is the third versed a Michigan District Court
involving the current GI Bill ruling that VA lacked authority
program to be decided in VA ·s · to define full time enrollment for
favor above the Federal District the purpose of determining the
Court level.
·' proper level of GI Bill benefits.

• , ..~ ;c ·<
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explore a great variety of musk
forms . The group will study
large scale oratorios. operas.
folk songs. pop music. and
madrigals. "
Throughout the course of the
academic year. the " Communiversity Olorus" .will present .three public concerts. The
first. scheduled for November
16. · will · feature tt\e chorus and
Northeastern's chamber orchestra performi·ng George
Frideric Handel's "O Sing unto
the Lord."
t f' ti t ·.. . . :1. . . ,., r Jt ) f 1.1 ' . f 1f',, .f, f I , t J'.,,! (;)I.,., '/' ..'la' .." t .... '-"·••:t
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
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Undecided Ma-jor's
Workshop
If you are undecided on what · perspective into their own
your major should be then the personal data. then this informaworkshop being offered this fall tion will be used together · with
by the University Counseling career information to help
Center ( 8-115) may be of in- participants make some mean:
terest to you. The Counseling ingful decisions.
Center staff will present a
workshop called "~reer ExThe materials that will be
ploration for Undecided Ma- used in this workshop are some
jors... There are two groups of the most recent in the field of
scheduled : Group I September career counseling and testing. If
11 - October 25 ; Group II Oc- you are interested in participattober 30 - December 13.
ing in this group-workshop ex·Sessions will be held from 10 perience contact, David Helfand
a.m. • 12:00 on Tuesdays and in the University Counseling
Thursdays.
Center. B-115. or call ext. 362. as
This six week workshop is de- soon as possible. Enrollment
~igned to help each student dis- will be limited to 12-15 students
cover his-her strengths. in- per group. Registrations for
terests. . aptitudes. and skills. Group I will be accepted through
After the students gain a September 18.

Handicap_
p ed Student
Sues·
For Discrim.i nation
A 29-year-old law student is
suing the State University of
New York at Buffalo. charging
the university discriminated
against her because she is handicapped. Her ·action is part of a
national trenrl of handicapped
students resorting to the courts
to force schools to comply with
anti-discrimination measures.
_ Angel Gott sued after university officials refused to transcribe
lectures and extend examination
per:iods for her. Gott says her
disability prevents her from
translating lectures into notes.
causes her to reverse and omit
· ds
d mak h hand .
wor . an
es er
writing clumsy. slow. and nearly iilegible.
"The law school has continual-

ly refused to accept tha t she has
a handicap... Gott's lawyer.
Robert Godlove. told the National Law Journal. "They argue
that she couldn 't practice law if
she did get a degree. But she's
tenacious and. if she can survive
the challenges. would make a
better lawyer than a lot who
practice."
Participants may receive - Godlove plans to file a preacademic c;redit for the course. liminary injunction against the
If-· they choose to participate law school. which has already
without receiving credit. they expelled Gott twice : ' The
may do so free 1of charge.
grounds both times were bad
T h e · ' Comm u n i v e rs it y grades. The injunction aims at
Chorus" meets on Wednesday reinstating Gott for the fall
evenings from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. quarter.
Anyone interested in joining the
Gott's case follows by two
group is invited to come on any months- an important Supreme
Wednesday evening during the Court ruling ori hhigher educamonth of September. To receive tion·s obligations to the hanfurther details, please call Dr. dicapped . Last June the court
James Lucas at 58.'J-.4000. ext. ruled that otherwise-qualified
students can't be excluded from
578.
_..,,.,.,,,. ,.,., -, J r 1,:,:.· c ,t , ♦ . ·~ i:::
a' 1t ..... 1_., _ ~,1 .. ' /

"Communiversity Chorus"
SING OUT. Northeastern Illinois
University. 5500 North St. Louis.
invites area residents to
participate in its "Communiversity Chorus."
T h e ' ' Com m u n i v e rs i t y
Chorus" is made up of area residents and Northeastern students. faculty. alumni. and staff.
All chorus members have one
thing in common - they enjoy .
singing.
According to Dr. James
wcas, choral director. "The .
'Communiversity Olorus' will

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

I

You can have your score sent
to as many as three different institutions -at the time of testing.
Therefore. you should bring with
you the complete addresses of
the colleges to which you want
your score sent. In order to
achieve the best performance
possible. you may also wish to
study one of the seveal guides
for the Miller . Analogies Test
that are available in libraries
and bookstores.

The Learning Exchange
Can Help ¥ou
Do you need academic tutoring? Would you like to improve
your study skills or ~
speed? Are you looking for tennis or backgammon partners?
Or. would you like to teach
_something you already know. If
so. The Learning Exchange can
help you.

10,250 on File -All Academic Subjects

j

federally-funded programs only
because they are handicapped.
. However. the court added tht
"otherwise qualified" students
referred only to those able to
meet the requirements of a
particular program in every ·
respect. except for the limitalions imposed on them by their
handicaps.
The ruling ended a suit
brought by Francis B. Davis
against Southeastern Community College in North Carolina.
Davis. a practical nurse.
enrolled in the school's registered nursing program
because her ability to read lips
could compensate for her hearing loss. The court said that Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 does not require educational institutions to lower or
modify standards to accommodate the handicapped.
Section 504 says schools that
receive federal funds can't discriminate , against the handicapped. Since its passage. the
courts have broadened the law
to cover deaf. blind. and learning-impaired people as well as
those confined to a wheelchair.
The expense and uncertainty
of complying with the law.
though. has put many colleges
behind schedule in recruiting
and servicing handicapped students . A congressional extension
granted in 19n gave institutions
a new " deadline" of June. l!NM)
for completing plans for granting the handicapped Section
504's promised " full educational
opportunity ...
l J t cr)f1'Jl;JJ
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The Year of the Child
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to the movies

.

of the youngsters by presenting
the adult figures as characters
that are on loan from a situation
comedy. There is a lot more
pain to the process of divorce
than the slickness of Judith
Ross' script will admit.
The children played by Trini
Alvarado and Jeremy Levy
come dangerously close to the
"aren't we precocious" school of
acting . The broader drawn
characters of the parents and
the parent 's lovers are nicely
handled by a relatively unknown
group of stage and television actors, with Kathryn Walker,
Abigail Adams in THE ADAMS
CHRONICLES as the girl's
mother, and Terry Kiser as the
boy's father, emerging slightly
ahead of the others.
Both films have some trouble /
deriving from their titles. RICH
KIDS does contain some rather
affluent youngsters but devotes
very little screen time to this
area. Its major thrust is into the

The two girls attend an all girl
school and live with their
mother who is divorced. The
film follows the events of an entire year in the years of these
girls from one summer on the
beach to the next.
Kurys, who also wrote the
film, has fashioned a highly
personal, story which is c~rming but never revolting. Set in
the latter half of 1963 in Paris, a
time when the director was the
same age as the younger sister,
Anne, the film is composed of
vignettes, often too brief.
The simple joys are exhaulted ,
with the same consideration
given to the momentary pains.
Her school room scenes seem
marvelously authentic and
sharply drawn.
One reviewer complained
there is not much going on in
PEPPERMINI' SODA. I found
there is probably too much.
Kurys life, or anyone's, would be
difficult to be contained in
ninety-seven minutes during
Alan Alda is seducN by 1-'owe1 ~ fame and a blondt! civil rlghcs
such a time of physical and
lawyer and still manag~ lo-look sincere. .
/ mental growth.
THE SEDUCTION OF JOE .
THE CANDIDATE, a Michael One of the major conflicts in
TYNAN also deals to a limited Ritchie · film with Robert Red- directly taken from the Harold
extent with the problem of grow- ford, covered much of this same Carswell appointment to the
ing up. Alan Alda of M*A*S*H ground much better about eight Supreme Court. Harris even
TV fame, stars as a U.S. Senator years earlier and didn't need to wears his hair like the current
of enormous personal charm and toss irr the adultery.
first lady and Alda himself
public popularity, except
Alda is a tremendously likea- sounds very much like- a certain
perhaps at home.
ble performer, as is the actorss senator from Massachusetts who
His daughter tells him that, who plays his politically unin- . just might become a candidate
"life sucks." He asks her for terested wife, Barbara Harris. for still higher office.
specifics which ends the con- The chemistry of these
Iri the Year of the Child some
Jeremv Levv and Trini Alvarado-are the " Rich
versations . In a way the performers and to some extent filmmakers are still making
topics as te~chers, divorce, area of divorce. " I left you the
daughter's opinion is the prevail- that of Meryl Streep raises this movies geared to much younger
menstruation, friendships and Billie Hollidays and one of the
ing mood for the picture which film. that there must have been minds. .That's really too bad
sex which are handled to various Braque prints," informs one inis really little more than a large a better title for somehwere in since you seldom find a
degrees of effectiveness.
jured party to another.
screen movie-of-the-week.
the past, from the soap opera chromosome with the pocket
RICH KIDS, directed by
RICH KIDS operates in a
Politics is a dirty b!,L<;iness. and political shenanigans level money to go to the drive:in.
Robert M. Young (SHORT semi -protective bubble that
Absolute power corrupts from where it belongs.
· RICH KIJ:DS - amusing but too
EYES ) and produced by Robert
wishes to protect the children
absolutely . Blonde civil rights
In a way THE SEDUCTION slock for its own good.
Altman. is, on the surface, the from the craziness that effects
lawyers are more attractive OF JOE TYNAN is a lot like
PEPPERMINT SODA -- remore commercial picture. Two the grown-ups.· This is still a
than a wife in New York _when those big thick paperbacks commended for anyone · who
twelve year olds, one the pro- time of innocence · and make
you're in Washington D.C. These where you try to fit a fictional doesn't objec to subtitles.
duct of a broken home and the
believe for although they are
are just a few of the simple character to a flesh and blood
THE SEDUCTION OF JOE
other a secret witness to the dis- asked to brush their teeth, never
truths expressed in the script double. JOE TYNAN make the TYNAN -- for Alan Alda fans onsolving of her own family, are is t here any ment ion of
written by Alda.
roman a clef easy. ly.
remarka bly lucid and level homework .
thinkers.
. PEPPERMINT SODA was
It seems difficult at times to
called DIABLO MENTHE in the
believe such children are the reoriginal French. When the line
suit of such disasterol,L<; coup!comes up in the subtitles, what
ings. As in an earlier film this
she asks for in English in that
year. A LITTLE ROMANCE,
cafe and what is brought to the
the kids may be too intelligent to
table is not a peppermint soda.
be totally accepted as other than
Perhaps the French title was
the fic tional creations of a midthought to scare off some of the
die aged mind. It's not that I'm
~ential audience who might
looking for movies where the
take it to be another in the
kids respond with . all the poise
EXORCIST line of children inand sophistication of the Bowery
volved with the Devil.
Boys but do they all have to be
Such is certainly now the case
rivals of Henry Kissinger in the
in this film by Diane Kurys, for
gray ma_tter department?
like the pleasant taste of pepperAs I recall that time of life
mint , images of the film stay
was difficult enough without the
with you. The sweetness is ternburden of wisdom. A wise child
pered by the believability of the
is like a person locked in a bank
characters. There is no pressure
vault . They m a y ~ a great
for problems to be logically con-wealth but the limitations outeluded like· an episode of
weigh the advantages.
FATHER KNOWS BESI'.
Young has further emphasized
In fact the male characters
the relative
superiority
are placed in the background.
Odile Michel and Eleonore Klarwein share a moment in Peppermint Soda.

According to Art Linkletter,
kids say the darnedest things.
The depths of these new minm
have a lways intrigued and
ballfed those of their older and
more jaded parental units. Out
of this confusion has come the
stuff of motion picture
screenplays. ·
The trials and tribulations that
intrude on childhood is the subj ect for two films currently oh
display in this area. The first,
RICH KIDS, or what happens
when children grow up and
parents don't, is set in some of
the more presentable sections of
New York City. The other, PEPPERMINT SODA, is an award
- winning import from France and
chronicles the world of two sisters. aged thirteen and fifteen.
Each film deals in its own way
with similar conflicts and emotional upheavals, both warranted and -unwarranted, that
are common to the adolescent .
Time is devoted in each to such
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Horoscope
For the week of Sept. 16-22

ACROSS
1. Metal dross

By GINA
Campus Digest News Service
ARIES, ( March 21 to April
19): Your mind ls especially
sharp and all mental pursuits
are favored. Use your
creative energy in com petitive ways. A short trip
could give you the change of
pace you need and also
stimulate your mind.
TAURUS (April 20 to May
,20): Business can be combined with pleasure on a visit
or short trip with good
results. A good time to repay
social obligations by entertaining in your home. Best
to have two separate parties-one for reltives and
another
for
business
associates.

GEMINI (May 21 to June

20): Romance with one you
know well ls favored, but
impulsive or indiscreet love
affairs could harm your
reputation . Be open and
honest in all your dealings.
Maintain harmony with loved
ones and pressures at home
will ease.
CANCER ( June 21 to July
ZZ): Concentrate your activity on your ambitious goals
and you make good progress.
Your charm and personal
magnetism are at a high
peak, but must be back up
with hard work . Give thought
• to
future
investment
programs.
LEO (July 28 to Aug. 22):

You are in the driver's
position and getting a lot of
attention , but it could be
better to maintain a low
profile instead of playing the
big shot. Cooperation ls the
key, so lead by setting an
example instea d of throwing
your weight around.
VIRGO ( Aug. ZS to Sept.
Resist the impulse to be a

n):

wishful thlnker-..roll up your
sleeves and get to work!
Accept the fact that things
are not perfect, but they are
in . progress . Pay special
attention to your grooming
and appearance.

LIBRA (Sept. UtoOct. H):

You have the cooperation you
need , so put fof'.th your best
work effort. Support com- •
munlty projects and your
personal reputation will
benefit . Get out and about
socially-look your best and
project ybur charm . .
SCORPIO (Oct. 28 to Nov.

Approach circumstances
in a down-to-earth manner.
Work those extra hours and
give your job all you 've got.
Use your normal persistence
and self-discipline to overcome any difficulties with
associates.
Zl) :

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 to .

Dec. Zl) : y OU should feel a
sense of achievement and see
that everything ls going your
way . Resist tendency to
become egotistical over your
success. You have really
found yourself now and the
future looks bright.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 to
Jan. 19): Approach a per-

sonal disa greement with
someone close to you in a
straightforward, honest way•.
Discussion can lead to · a
solution. Resist tendency to
withdraw
and
become
touchy . Be friendly and openhearted.
AQUARIUS (Jan. zoto Feb.
18):

Financial prospects

appear improved and career-

wise you should feel a sense of
accomplishment. Journeys
are favored and all types of
mental stimulation. You're in
hard work cycle and can
achieve desired goals.
PISCES (Feb. 19 to March

Concentrate
on
establishing a tight routine.
Dis cipline yourself in an
organized way. Good time to
· begin a personal improvement program - adopt a
more healthful diet if needed.
You can stick with whatever
you begin.
20):

5. Hairpiece
8. Hairless
12. Wolf of
western U.S.
· 13, Expert
14. Lily plant
15. Atop
16. Neglect : 2
wds.
18. Make known
20. Make changes
21. Lunch
22. Large :bundle
24. Bring up
·26. "The great
white way"
30. Every one
31. Financially
stable
32. First lady

52. Defective
. 53. Ridiculed

24. College cheer
25. Guido's
highest note
26. Naval recruit:
DOWN
slang
27. Prosperous :
1. Disparage
2. Horse's gait
3 wds.
3. Mainly: 2 wds. 28. Miss Gardner
29. Desire
4. "Don't - the
water": 2 wds. 31. Figure
5. Berlin divider 34. Downy
6. Refrigerant
35. Click beetle
7. Acquire
37. That thing
8. " - up,"
3&. River in
muddled
Arizona
9. Dismou n ted
39. Once more
10. Vein of ore
40. ·Singer Cantrell
11. 'Bambi, for one 41. Lawn starter
17. Dieter's lunch ·42. Zounds!
43. Woman of
i9. _Preposition
22. Skirmish
rank's titie
23. First-rate: 2
45, Capture
wds.
46. Mineral sp ri ng

C
R
0

s

s

w
0
R
D

s

33. Knee-length
socks: hyph.
wd.

J5. Enthusiasm: ·
French
36. Wood strip
37. Unwell
38. Lively dance
41. Declared ·
44. From one
aspect: 3 wds.
47. Roman
garment
48. Camera eye
49. Emulate
50. K ind of cheese
51 . "Up , u p and

-!"

CCAB: Free is the w ord
(

Campu6 Pape·, baek t>e6t6eller6
I

1. The World According to Garp, by John Irving . (Pocket ,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
2. Evergreen, by Belva Plain . (Dell , $2 .75.) Jewish immigrant woman 's climb from pover:ty on lower Manhattan.
3. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2.50.) Housewife's ex- 1
periences on road to emotional maturity: fiction.
·
4. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
$2.50.) Perspective on women 's role in society: fiction .

i

5. My Mother/Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell , $2 .50.) An
examination of the mother-daughter relationship.
6. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon . (Warner, $2.75.) Woman
inherits power and international intrigue : fiction .

7. Scruples, by Judith Krantz . (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to 1
riches in the fashion. world: fiction .
·
8. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson . (Bantam, $2.75.)
True story of terror in a house possessed.
.
.
9. Alien, by Alan Dean Foster. (Warner, $2.25.) Space travellers encounter horrifying creature: fiction.
10. Illusions, by Richard Bach. (Dell, $2.50.) Messiah's adventures in the Midwest: fiction .
·
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. September 3,
1979.
\..

by Richard Vega
CCAB's theme for 1979-a> is
"CCAB . . . we do it for free."
1be hope this year is to continue
to provide the best series of
films. lectures. and concerts
available to the UNI student for
free . This is an important concept and CCAB is continually
trying to provide free services to
the students. This is done
through the CCAB box office.
The UNI Box Office is
managed by the Commuter
Center Activities Board (CCAB) .
Through the Box Office students
can obtain tickets to all CCAB
Major events by· just showing
one's validated UNI I.D. card.
Major events are the Wednesday
night movies. all dances, talent
shows. and major concerts.
CCAB Bonus Books are also of.
fered through the Box Office.
. 1be Bonus Book is a booklet containing 20 coupons. Each coupon
is worth $1.00. and can be turned
in for tickets. $2.00 tickets would
cost two coupons, a $4.00 ticket 4
coupons . The booklet is a .
bargain at $10.00. This booklet
should be of special value to any
persons which would invite nonUNI students. friends or families
to CCAB sponsored events.

The Box Office also offers a
City Ticket program to UNI stu.dents. Through this program the
Box Office · will purchase tickets
to plays or concerts in the
Olicago area at discount prices.
Plitt tickets will be sold for $2.25
entitling .the bearer to go to any
of the Plitt theatres in the
Olicago area. Capital voucher.
put out by the Chicago alliance
for the performing Arts entitles
students to attend a great many
of the classical and _Performing
Arts activities in the Chicago
area. These sell for $1.10.
If you have any questions concerning the . Box Office call '
Frank Battaglia at e)Ct. fHl .
The Commuter Center Activities Board (CCAB) will have
its Open House -on September 18.
1979. The purpose of Open House
is to introduce CCAB and its student members to students interested in CCAB .' This
trimester's CCAB Open House
will feature the debut of the
CCAB Goodie Bags available at
the CCAB Box Office and a raffle for six free Plitt tickets.
Refreshments will also be
available . The CCAB Open
House will be from 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m . in the Village Square

and E-205 (CCAB office).
The overall reason for having
an open house according to
Grace Amedeo is " to get new
members. to inform students
what CCAB is about and to inform students of the events that
will be occurring."
On September 20, 1979. CCAB
has planned a festive occasion
known as a Disco-Concert. ,The
band will be " The Chosen -Few"
which is a group that auditioned
. in the ' 79 CCAB Summer
Sho\\'.cases. Lamar Bell the
group's leader says. " wear your
dancing shoes and prepare to
have a gQOd time." CCAB's
Special Interest Music committee is presenting this event
because the concept of live Dis~ncerts is very new to the
music scene and not quite
established as a member of the
Contempo r,ary music scene
which is the format Day and •
Night concerts presents. So don't
miss these two events, cause·
CCAB is BACC.
Box Office Hours
Monday .· Thursday
10:00 · 6: 00
Friday
10:00 • 2:00 ·
The day of events
6:00 - 8::1)
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UNI Students work
in-customs' lab.s

r

by Scott WIiliams
"She's going to be a tough act
to follow ." So says Dr. Marjorie
Rommell of Miriam Ramos, a
-senior at Northeastern who has
helped open the door of op, portunity for Chicago-area
physical chemistry students.
Miriam began working as a .
student-trainee at the U.S.
Customs Chicago Regional
Laboratory in the summer of
1978. She is the first student ever
to be employed by the
laboratory. which is one-of eigh_t
U.S. Customs labs nation-wide.
As the initial effort of the
Cooperative Eduaction Program
in the laboratory. Miriam has
proven that physical chemistry
students are ready for on-the-job
trainiung, and are prepared to
handle important jobs. "I was
told in the beginning," Miriam
says. " that if it didn't work out.
they wouldn't hire anymore students."
Miriam's supervisor. however.
Dr. Marjorie Rommell says. ·
"Would probably not junk the
program based on one student. "
But Dr. Rommell added that

Miriam has proven her abilities.
and given the lab supervisors a
good impression of Chicago-area
students.
The Cooperative EducationProgram is a federally-funded
program which provides fulltime
students with on-the-job training
in a specific field. Miriam
alternates periods of full-time
work and full-time study. each
of at least 60 days.
At the U.S . Customs
laboratory. where Miriam earns
$4.50 an hour: samples of imported items are analyzed. and
sufficient information is - provided to import specialists who
are then able to classify the
items and charge the appropriate duty. Although she is a
declared chemistry major at
UNt Miriam_ says she had to
learn some technique before
starting to work. " Most of my
laboratory technique was
learned on-the-job. "
Dr . · Rom me II says that
although Miriam is classified as
a studen-trainee. her job is an
important one. " Any one of the
anal y sis done in this

laboratory," Dr. Rommell said.
" is a potential lawsuit."
1But Miriam, confident in her
work ." isn't frightened by the
responsibility she possesses. The
analysis are run several times.
. and if thereis any question of the
validity of the results. they will
consult other labs to prevent any
threat of lawsuits.
Being the first student to work
in the lab raised a few skeptical
eyebrows from her fellow
workers . . But Miriam says they
were all willing to lend her a
helping hand. '' I had to prove
myself. and prove that I could
do what they ask me to do. But
if I had any questions. I could
ask any one of the-workers."
After_completing a period of
full-time study, Miriam went
back to her full-time job at the
laboratory on August :!I. contimiing to help pave the way for
other physical chemistry students . When she graduates.
Miriam will become a full-time
chemist. And someday, she may
find herself looking over the
shoulder of an anxious. young
chemistry student.

INVITES ALL STUDENTS
TO ATTEND
High Holiday Services
for College Students
Services by Rabbi Poupko
Rosh Hashana
Friday, Sept. 21, 1979, 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 22, 1979, 9:00 a.m.
Yom Kippur
Sunday, Sept. 30, 1979, 8:30 p.m.
_ Monday, Od. 1, 1979, 9:00 a.m.

Services held at:
Mayer Kaplan J.C.C.
5050 Church St. Skokie
For further information
Call: 346-6700 x421

Danf6rth Graduate Fellowships AvCiilable
(

-Inquiries about the Danforth
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded by the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis. Missouri in
April 1980. are invited. according to the local campus
repr·esentative. Reynold
Feldman, director. center for
Program Development. C--525. x

Applicants for the baccalaureate awards must be college seniors or ~ent graduates
and may not have begun
graduate level programs of
study. The deadline to seek information about the· campus
nomination process is Fri .. Nov.
2. 1979._

The Foundation is currently
The Fellowships are open to . making a special effort to bring
all qualified persons who have qualified persons from racial
serious interest in careers of and ethnic minorities into the
teaching in colleges and un- profession of teaching. Approxiversities, and who plan to imately 25 percent of the awards
study. in a graduate school in are expected to go to Blacks.
the United States, for a Ph.D. in Mexican-Americans. Native
any field of study common to the Americans and Pu~rto Ricans.
The Danforth Graduate
lli!dergraduate liberal arts curFellowship is a one-year award
riculum.
Approximately 55 - 60 but is normally renewable until
Fellowships will be awarded to completion of the advanced
college seniors who are degree or for a maximum of
nominated by Baccalaureate four years of graduate study.
Liaison Officers. Another 35-40 Fellowship stipends are based
awards will be made to Ph.D. on individual need. but they will
graduate students. nominated by not exceed $2.500 for single
Postbaccalaureate Liaison Of- Fiellows . and for married
Fellows with no children.
ficers .
421.

r

<

SHORTS'

,,.

According to a p )11 taken by
J he Opinion Res~arch Corporation, 73 per< ent of 241
companies have a code of
ethics for employees.
Half were deve.loped within
· the last four years. Eight out
of ten concerns believe that
employees are at least "fairly
familiar" with their company's codes but only 36 .
percent distribute them to
their workers. ·
Male executves • don't
believe that wom,m take their ·
jobs as seriously as men.
Youngs, Walke.· and Co., a
Chicago-based n)anagement
consulting firm, surveyed 280
men in six cities and a full 75
percent--mostly
presidents
and vice presidents of banks-believe that women don't put
enough emphasis on career
goals and th~t wofuen do not
have men's drive for success.

Fellows who are married, or are
"head of household." with one
child. can receive up to $3.500.
There are dependency ~1lowances for additional children.
The Fellowship alSQ covers tuition and fees up to $4.000 annually.

People are charging more
purchases now so that they
won't have to pay higher
prices in the future, and the
result is that banks are -losing
money on credit cards.
D~Iinquencies and loan
losses on credit cards . are
soaring · as more and more
people charge items to their
acounts and fall behind on the
payments. It's estimated that
more than $810 million of Visa
and Master Charge debts are
in arrears, having payments
more than 30 days behind.
Equal Rights and tne
Women's movement have
broken down some traditional
barri_ers for menr.
Male secretaries are still a
.r arity but they're . becoming
increasingly popular as equal
opportunity
laws
and
secretary shortages are
encouraging many firms ta
actively seek males.

The Danforth Foundation.
established in 19Z7. is a national.
educational, philanthropic organization, dedicated to enhancing the humane dimensions of

life. Activities of the Foundation
traditionally have emphasized
the theme of improving the
quality of teaching and learning.
Currently, the Danforth Foundation serves the · following
areas : · hi,gher education
primarily through sponsorship of
programs administered by the
Staff. precolleg1ate education
through grant-making and program activities. and urban
education in metropolitan St.

Louis through grant-making and
program activities.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Danforth. who established the Foundation, along with their daughter
and son , Dorothy Danforth
Compton and Donald Danforth,
maintained active leadership
roles-in the affairs of the Foundation thr~ughout their
lifetimes. Family members cootinue to ~ involved in Foundalion activities through participation on the Boar.ti of Trustees.

/

-EARN EXTRA·-CASH
GUYS or GALS - OVER 21 YEARS of AGE

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

* MORNING AND AFTERNOON ROUTES AVAi LAB LE

*

ROUTE TIMES - 7 - 9 1.m.; 2 - 4 p.m.

* EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY
* HOSPITALIZATION AND PROFIT SHARING
*NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY-WE WILL TRAIN

Call

724-7200
( or apply in person)

Scholastic Transit Co.
2800 OLD WILLOW ROAD · NORTHBROOK, ILL.
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Student Leaders' Organization tries to
calm 'Socia/'_U.S. 'Educational' Debate
At last year's United States•
Student Association (USSA) conference, a coalition of conservative students split the convention delegates - ITlO& of
whom were student body presidents -- over a compelling question: Should the organization
spend its time and limited resources lobbying on behalf of
"social issues" like affirmative
action and sexism, or on behalf
of "educational issues" like
financial aid?
The conservatives favored the
focus on educational issues but.
unfamiliar with ISSA's obscure
parliamentary rules, lost on
most of the votes it used to test
its strength. Disgruntled, the
dissidents sputtered out of · the
1978 conference, vowing never to
return.
True to their word. they
stayed away from USSA's 1979
conference at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. 'Ibey
had in the interim established
their own organizations. the
American Federation of Students and the American Student
Foundation.
Those wl)9 did att~nd the\'US- :
SA conference consequently
spent much of their time talking
unity, even when the subjects
were the typically-divisive ones
of racism and_sexism : ·

buy Playboy was a first ~
"We're decided to withdraw turned to p~ivil rights, anti- _ dropped . It was dropped
war, and finally radical politics.
the resolution for the sake of the
because, as Scott put it, "we oo: ment freedom won the debate.
The highly-politicised at- in fact have one-third of the
An attempt to drop a resoluunity of the body." announced
mosphere in NSA lead to fre- board seats."
tion to support lesbian mothers'
Carolyn Scott of New York's
right to keep their children was
Hunter College. speaking for the quent internal schisms and, at
The unity- theme did not prethe beginning of the seventies, to vent the kind of fierce, nightdefeated, despite one delegate's
Third World Caucus.
contention that the measure was
" I would ask that from here an argument over whether NSA long debates over policy that
" not educational and it's conwe rebuild,'' re-elected should devote less of its energies have always characterized the
troversial. "
chairman Frank Jackalone to politics, and more to those conferences. Delegates started
important, mundane educational with a 44-page policy platform
And after Michael Harrington
harmonized. "And the area in
of the Democratic Socialist
which we need to build is unity." --issues. Those favoring a more and a thick booklet of bylaws to
Organizing Committee pointed
Jackalone even nominated his aggressive educational focus amend. Consensus was strained.
finally seceded from NSA. and
out that an immediate shutdown
defeated opponent for USSA
It was, for example, at 1:20
of all nuclear power plants
leadership, Brian Delima. as an formed the National Student a.m. when, after two hours of
would cost thousands of jobs.
at-large board member. Delima, · Lobby (NSL) . As political tem- argument , delegates finally
in return. asked delegates to set pers cooled through the decade, agreed to retain in a 'definition
USSA delegates modified a nofire to "fake" copies of their though, the two organizations of sexual harrassment the
nukes resolution in a call for a
blue delegate cards "to burn began to work together more phrase " leering or ogling at a
moratorium on building more
away all the negative energy."
often until August, 1978. when woman's body."
nuclear plants.
So it went. The debates often
-Thus did the United States Stu- the two groups merged to form
The word " woman" was,
lurched into the pre-dawn hours,
dent Association attempt . to USSA.
however, changed to " person"
Signs that the battle between when the delegates - mostly
punctuated by oft-expressed
finally purge itself of the defrustrations over the slow pace
mons - incarnate as "social is- social and educational issues in male -- agreed that women also
of the proceedings. Nevertheless
sues" and " educational issues" the merged organization still ogle men.
.
there were always enough peo- that have competed for or- smolders were evident in
Plenary chairman Chip Berlet.
ple in the room with enough
ganizational .control through Amherst. Though the debate was doing a generally-laudable
too mannered to result in any though sometimes rough-handed
energy to keep the debates alive.
most of the seventies.
During the daylight hours,
Intense ideological struggle is dissident caucuses or sessions (a job (he once resorted to blowing
though. the contestants returned
a.given at these annual summer number of organizations. from a whistle into the microphone)
to their unity themes. Near the
conventions ·· of student body Young Americans for Freedom of checking delegates' tempers,
conference's conclusion.
leaders. US&\'s 'precursos. the to Students for a Democratic even lost his cool when one deJackalone praised what he
National St_udent Association Society . began as splinter legate moved to drop consideracalled the calmest USSA elec<NSA). had ·a well-deserved re- caucuses at USSA conferences l . tion of an anti-pornography
tion he had ever seen.
putation for furious politics ever there was in fact a resolution policy. The policy encouraged
But two days after the de· since it discovered in 1967 that it presen'ted tha.t would have member schools to stop onlegates and USSA staff closed
had been clandestinely funded barred USSA from lobbying in c am pus . sale of sexuallythe conference. a tape recording
by the Centra.I Intelligence Congress on social issues.
exploitative magazines and
at the organization's
But, in deference to the em- material.
Agency. At that point NSA
phasis on unit6, the resolution
"You're in favor of sexuallyWashington. D.C. headquarters
was voluntarily withdrawn soon explotative material?" Berlet
told callers the staff was at a
after it was introduced.
burst out in exasperation. He
conference at the University of
Another measure. which then surrendered the chair to an
Massachusetts.
A sleepless week. if seems.
would have required that a third assistant until the issue was reeventually catches up with even
of all USSA board members be solved.
the most unified student leaders .
. of Third World ancestry. was
Those arguing that the right to

Commencement speaker

choices are difficult
Protesting the University of
California-Davis' rejection of actress Jane Fonda as a potential
medical school commencement
speaker for June. 1980. Alan
Alda. another possible speaker.
has removed his name from consideration. and h~s accused
school officials of blacklisting.
The Academy Award-winning
actress received the largest
number of nominations to be
med school graduation spekaer.
Her name. though. was removed
from the final ballot by selection
committee chairwoman Barbara
Stewart.
Stewart "felt there may be
some question of Fonda's acceptability. " according to UCD med
school spokeswoman Vicki Saito.
Stewart took her doubts to acting
med school Dean Morton
.
\
Levitt. asking that he speak to
A couple of UNI students try their luck at "team" pinball. (photo by
Dave Doebler}
UDC Chancellor James M.
Meyer to "hear his sentiments ·
·on the matter." Saito recalled.
Saito said that "Meyer's
response was really one of indifference. and thought the students might be able to find someone a little more akin to
medicine. But it really isn't his
capacity to approve or disapprove. jlist to extend the invitation."
Stewart says Levitt called
Fonda's speaker candidacy "inappropriate" because she had no
connection to medicine.
"We knew she wouldn't be invited." Stewart said, "so to save
work , we took her off the
. ballot."
Levitt was not available to
comment on the incident.

Varsi.t y Football
Game
VS St. Joseph
Saturda'y, Sept. 15
Luther North H.S~
5200 W. Berteau

Actor Alda was. however.
Upon hearing of the med
school's rejection of Fonda. Alda
sent a telegram to Chancellor
Meyer asking that his name. too.
be removed from the ballot.
'" I do not always agree with
Jane Fonda and I am less concerned with what has happened
to one outspoken national figure
woman I am with the right of all
of us to speak our minds freely
in a democracy,·' the telegram
read .
.
Alda added that such · ·small
acts" of repression could lead to

a revival of "the blacklists of
the 1950s."
Spokeswoman Saito. though.
said the telegram arrived too
late to remove Aida's name
from the ballot. If Alda receives
the most votes. the second-place
vote-getter will be invited to
speak.
Others- on the ballot are
science fiction writer Isaac
Asimov. writer-scientist Lewis
Thomas. Washington Governor
Dixie Lee Ray. Nobel laureate
Rosalind Yalow. and local physician David Jones.
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cute UNI co-ed poses for a photo outside of the Science Building.
(photo by Dave Doebler ►
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New l~M. Director named
by Dick Qaalliano
The new post of Di.rector of
Recreation and Intramurals has
been named . Joan Siegel,
former Assistant Director of Intramurals at Brooklyn College
will fill the position. Siegel, who
did her undergrad work at
Brooklyn and grad work at Yale
and Florida has already
formulated plans for a bigger
and better program for the fall
trimester.

New ·t.M. Director Joan Siegel. (photo by George Kaimanl

Athletic Recreation Hours

Pool
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

3-6
1-2
8:15-10
2-5
1-2
11-2
9-12
closed

GymA
2-4
8-10

2-4
1-3:30
closed
closed
closed

Gym C-Weigbt ~m
2-3:30
8-10

Tennis
1-2
closed -

2-3

1-2

6-8

5-7

closed
closed
closed,

1-2
9-5
9-5

These programs include a
wider emphasis on intramurals
and a· strong commitment to
recreation. Siegel plans to have
the gym open almost every day
and the pool to· be open daily including Saturdays. But the big
story here is the re-emphasis on
intramurals.
" I plan to draw students with
the traditional sports in the fall.
and if those are well attended
then I will try to implement
some new sports," said Siegel.
There are nine intramural
sports planned for the fall trimester. There will be Touch
Football, Swimming, and Oneon-One basketball for the men.
The women's activities are
Softball, Volleyball, and Threeon-Three basketball. There will
be three co-rec sports. These
will be Softball, Tennis doubles.

and table tennis.
.
Siegel said that there will be
more hours for intramurals.
" We will hold some activities at
night, as well as after school and
during activity hours."

At this time the recreation
hours are planned to start in the
third week in September. Intramurals will start the first
week in October.
Siegel is also · planning nontraditional sports for the future.
" I am planning to have broomball, co-rec intertube water polo,
frisbee football and other new
activities, '' said Siegel.
Watch this colWlµl for further
announcements on when intramurals will begin.
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Slip(Jery rock to play
at Michigan
(Continued from page 16)
doesn't approach the kind of na- ·
tional non-alumni passion Notre
Dame enjoys. Carpenter can
point to fan clubs in the south
and southwest. Newspapers. he
adds. seem to give the school
special attention.
He attributes the
phenomenon's beginning to the
college's name. The team's
respectable performance on the
field, he continues. has kept interest high.
Slippery Rock was 6-3 last
year. good enough for third
place in the Western Division of
the Pennsylvania Conference.
Shippensburg did even better.
Its 7-3 season earned it second
place in the NCAA Division II
league, behind Clarion State
College.
So the special attention will
continue. The big game will be
televised nationally by ~PN
via cable,' and ABC Sports has
agreed to broadcast highlights.
Neither school is used to that
much visibility. though. Keeping
a level head may not be easy.
The players say they aren't
nervous -- yet. Slippery Rock ~
captain Herb Allen remembers
hearing Michigan head coach Bo
Schembechler remark that
nervous freshman players
sometimes wet their pants

before their first major game.
" I just hope I don't do that." Allen says.
Slippery Rock 's other cocaptain, linebacker Mike Venditti. cedes the game will definitely be a special occasion for
the players. The biggest crowd
Venditti has ever played before
numbered 20,000. " The game is
special. but we have to take it
one game at a time." he add<..
BIG PAYDAY
" It's quite a thrill to be able to
play in a big-time stadium."
Slippery Rock Head Coach Bob
DiSpirito chimes in, " but we're
not ignoring the first three
_games on the schedule.' '
DiSpirito and Shippensburg
Head Coach Vito Ragau.o .say
the teams are vicious rivals like.
say, Michigan and Ohio State.
Both, however, resolve they're
anxious to perform well in front
of the mammoth television and
stadium throngs.
Shippensburg Athlftic Director Bill Corman expects to take
some 200 busloads of fam to the
game. Slippery Rock has sold
:l>,000 tickets. and that number
will probably rise as game day
draws nearer.
·
Approximately 15,000 members of 150 high school bands
will also be there for -the annual

Band Day.
All that add<. up to an unusually big payday for the two small
colleges, used to splitting revenues from crowds of 20,000
and only dreaming of television
royalties. Michigan's Canham
refuses to estimate exactly how
much each team will receive
from the game. Final figures
will depend on how many tickets
are sold.

Proceeds will be divided
among the colleges, the bands.
women's athletics at Michigan.
and the Michigan band.
Before dividing the loot. all
expenses for both teams will be
covered. and Shippensburg,
which originally was supposed to
host this game. will be compensated for Joss of a home
game.
But Canham denies the game
has anyt!ling to do with trying to
make Michigan Stadium more_
cost-effective by filling it with
small-college games. He says he
has, turned down requests · for
more lucrative uses of the
stadium from rock groups like
the Rolling Stones.
Whatever the reason. Canham
swears that if the game "is a
barn-burner. we may have a
replay next year."

Hoganl'farwelVMarken RealtyGroup
GREAT PROPERTIES FOR SALE
BRYN MAWR AND ST. LOUIS
Super clean brick 2 opts with garden apt. Enclosed
porches. Extra large l<itchens, 3 bedrooms, 2 car
garage, art studio, and all appliances. New gas heat.
Priced at $114.500.
Call Vivian R. Jacobson or Julius Cohen 583-3100

BRYN MAWR AND SPAULDING
Spacious 3 flat , 7 room opts. with 3 modern baths.
Dynamite location in Hollywood Park. Much more.
Priced at $142,500.
Call David Kontny - 583-3 tOO

INVEST TOGETHER OR AS AN
INDIVIDUAL!! WHY
,,, RENT???

Give of Yourself

1(
IMMEDIATE WORK AVAILABLE
1-5 Days A Week
All OFFICE SKILLS

"S.F .I. - Hillel" "Klal Yisroel"
and,the "UNI Jewish Forum"
Announce

High Hourly Salary
Cash Bonus Plan

The Third Annual Fall
Reception for Students

Call Today for Details:
DOWNTOWN .......• 372-9010
NORTHSIDE ........ 871-7888

DATE: Thurs. Sept. 20th
PLACE: CC 217 2nd Fl. Commuter Ctr.
Time: 7:00-10:00 p.in.
,
ENTERTAINMENT: By Aviva Moy
REFRESHMENTS: Served {CR~)

•
AU.:WORK, Inc.
Temporary Office Service
NO FEES
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sports
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•
Eagles crushed 1n opener, 51-0 .
The
•
m1r

· Big Score
Misleading
Don't let the fact that the football team was cn.L'lhed SH) mis-'
guide you. This as ~he best football team ever fielded by
Northeastern.
Coming off a ~ ~7
year, one can expect good ~
from the '79 Golden Eagles. One
of the reasons is quarterback
Olarlie Blis.5.
A senior who hails from
Schurz High School, Bliss was
the 1-llini-Badger Conference Offensive player of the year. Bliss,
who completed over 50 percent
ol his passes and threw 14
touchdown passes, is the
catalyst in the Eagle offense.
Bliss has his two outstanding
wide receivers from last year to
play catch with again. Allconference WR Bob Gloppe and
Second Team All-Conference .
WR R ay Meinsen will once
again be split out wide in the
Golden E agle offense.
The Offensive line has three
returning starters to boast of. At
left guard is J ohn Downes.
Downes only played four games
last season before he was ruled
ineligible. At left tackels is
Harvey Myers. The tight end
spot is a lso occupied by a returnee; Mike Kelly.
U the offense has a detectible
weak point it is the running
backs. The Golden Eagles have
imported Don Trapp to carry the
pigskin, but unfortunately he has
suffered from' minor injuries
during the pre-season and is not
100 per cent. Coach Bill
Bergman has high praise for
another transfer student, Russ
Catlet.
The Golden Eagle defense is
much improved over last year.
In their two pre-season scrimmages against North Park and
Wright, the Golden Eagle defense swanned over their opponents . Bllt last against a
fonnidible opponent, the Golden
Eagle defense gave up 4'11

because of coaching changes.
The defense is smpect after last
weeks performance. But
because of the explosiveness of
the offense, the Eagles are
never really out of the ballgame.
All I can say is go see the
team for yourself. They are
playing eight home games this

'

Quarterback Charlie Bliss
season. Their only remaining
road contest is against archirival Milton. 1bat game could
determine the ~erence championship. Aoo if it did, it would
not surprise me.
MY PICKS: To date I am 21-7.
This week's wonders : N.Y. Jets
by 8 over Det.; N.E. 7 over

_,~

The contest actually was close
Northeastern end zone.
All Bliss could do was fall on at the half with the Golden
the ball for a safety.
Eagles trailing 15-0. But the roof
Bliss had frouble passing too. caved in on the Eagle defense in
The Illini-Badger Offensive the second half. Saginaw exPlayer of the Year hit on only18 ploded for 36 points ; 21 of them
of 22 passes for 38 yards. Wide in the fourth quarter. Saginaw
receivers Ray Meinsen and Bob scored on passes of 55, 36, and 18
Gloppe were double teamed all yards and two runs from the 1
day. making it even harder for yard line .
Bliss to connect to his pass reciBergman said of the third and
pients .
fourth quarters, "it wae .like a
The ground attack was dam breaking.•· Bergman did
stymied even worse. golden see some positive things that
Eagle running backs could only · came out of the game." We
manage 51 yards on 41 carries. found that we have some players
All total the Eagles could only out of position. We will work this
muster 93 yards total offense week in practice to rectify this."
The Eagles next game is
compared to 407 for Saginaw.
But in all fairness to the Saturday against St. Joseph of
players a nd coaches the Eagles Indiana . Joes won their opening
were just playing out of their season contest with Ferris State
league . Bergman said, " Playing 27-7. The game is to be played at
Saginaw is like Northwestern Luther North H.S. Kickoff is
1:30.
playing Michigan.

\

•

Small College game at Big University

yards.
Ed Milkasz and Art Thompson
are returning veterans to the
secondary . Mike Donatucci is
~n..:ng off last years bench to
fi ll one of the linebacker spots.
And Tony Dina returns to his defensive tackle positiop.
The outlook for the team is
bright. Bill Bergman said, "this
team has its best personnel
ever."
But there are probiems.
Berg'm an said that the team is
"'about two weeks behind"

by Dick Quagliano
"Don't prejudge us. I promise
a better showing on Saturday
·against St. Joseph."
These were the words of new
head football coach Bill
Bergman. who saw his debut
spoiled with a 51-0 drubbing by
Saginaw Valley.
The Cardinals scored on their
very first possession. Taking the
ball on the Golden Eagle 49
following a punt ; the Cardinals
marched the distance in 10
plays. capping the drive was a
23 yard touchdown pass ; the
first of four iouchdown passes
by Saginaw.
As ' in last year's game (a
game Sagnaw won 38-29), poor
specialty team play hurt the
Eagles. A high snap from center
sailed over punter Charlie
Bliss's head, and by the time the
ball stopped rolling it was in the

f'..oach Bill Bergman
Cincy ; Atlanta 2 over Den.; N.O.
3 over Phil. ; Miami 7 over
Minn.; T .B. over G.B.; Hou. 8
over K. C. ; Pitt. 6 over St. L.;
L.A. 15 over S.F . ; Sea. 3 over
Oak.; S.D. 10 over Buf.; Wash. 6
over N. Y. Giants ; Dallas 4 over
BEARS.

What's in a name? for two tiny
Pennsylvania colleges, there's
long-sought but little-deserved
national sports prominence.
There may also be quite a bit of
money as they prepared for the
biggest football game in their
histories. and certainly the
strangest game of the 1978 college season.
The Slippery Rock State
Coltege and Shippensburg State
College football teams play each
other every year, with this
season's match scheduled for
September 29. The strange thing
about this years is that it will be
played in the largest college
stadium in the land. Michigan
Stadium.
The story of how these two de.cidedly small college teams
came to massive Michigan

Stadium begins long ago. Interest in Slippery Rock, an oddsounding name next to most
football powers. began when announcers at major football
games started reading Slippery
Rock scores at halftime .
They've been reading Slippery
Rock scores at Michigan for ~
to 40 years, according to
University of Michigan Athletic
Director Don Canham.
" The tradition probably
started out of boredom,··
Canham explains. "The announcers have a lot of time to give
scores.''
But the laughter that followed
announcement 'of the Slippery
Rock scores has, over the years,
gelled into something of a national following. ·
For example, when the

Michigan announcer told fans
that Slippery Rock beat Shippensburg State in the final six
seconds of the game ·1ast year,
the 102,000 in Michigan Stadium
went wild, Canham recalls.

SPECIAL AITENTIONS
Then Joe Falls, a Detroit
News columnist and Slippery
Rock fan , suggested in print last
fall that the stadium, used only .
seven times a year for University of Michigan home games. be
the site of a Slippery Rock
game.
Canham liked .the idea, and
contacted the two colleges.
John Carpente~ director of
sports information at Slippery
Rock, says the team has fans
from across the country. While
interest in the team probably
(Continued on page 15)

